Accreditation allows
Colby to improve itself
BY BETSY LOYD
Staff Writer

An accreditation team from the
New England Association of
Schools and Colleges (NEASC)
evaluated Colby thispast Sunday
through Wednesday, October 5-8.
Although it was not in question
whether Colby would pass accreditation, the process allowed
the College to look inwardly and
improve itself.
The accreditation process takes
place every ten years for all high
schools, colleges and universities
in the nation, by their regional
accreditation agency. Colby is accredited by NEASC, located in
Boston.
TheNEASC accreditationteam
for Colby is chaired by John
McCardell, Jr., President of
Middlebury College,and contains
seven other members from various colleges and universities. This
team was designed to evaluate
Colby specifically.
To prepare for the accreditation, a self-study was done by the

college in eleven areas which are
the standard for accreditation. In
addition, Colby selected three areas of specific emphasis: residential life, technology, and off-campus study.
"[Accreditation] gives us the
opportunity to stop and take stock
in what our challenges are and
address them,"saidPresident William Cotter.
Last year, specific task forces
were created to evaluate each of
these three areas and . make recommendations. Colby is moving
on all of their recommendations,
including the installation of more
IBM computers on campus to
make them more equal in number
to Macintoshes,and the reorganization of the Off-Campus Study
program according to a resolution passed last Spring^ The construction of a Senior Apartment
Complex was also a recommendation.
The team spoke with trustees,
adnunistration,faculty and students
during their visit,and met with each
of the threetask forces. On Monday,
See NEASC on p age 3
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Could this be your window? Close and lock your windows and doors to avoid break-ins.

Heights bre ak-ins should
se_^6 a£ ^
BY AIDA KHAN

Contributing Writer
The relaxed rural setting and
friendly environment at Colby contribute towards giving students a
strong sense of security on campus.
After two incidents of theft reported
on campus in just two weeks, it
seems that it is time Colby students
stop taking their security for granted.
Between 10:30 p.m. on Friday
night, September 26 and 9:00 a.m.
on Saturday,September 27, two incidents of theft were reported in the
Heights. The incidents took place in
two different parts of the building
but were carried out in the same
manner/Theuriknown thief(s) supposedly entered the living area pf
two of the quads on the ground
floor through the windows by removing the screen from the outside.

Sixty-five compact discs were stolen from one room, while alcohol
was taken from the other. The residents of one of these quads were
actually in their rooms sleeping
while the theft took place.
Security is investigating the
cases at this point, but due to a lack
of evidence, it is difficult for them
to say much regarding the breakins. As to whether it seems like the
work of someone on campus, Director of Security Pete Chenevert said,
"I really can't say,but it is definitely
someone who knows the campus
layout quite well... There are many
people off-campus who know this
campus just as well though."
According to Chenevert, "Theft
is a crime of opportunity," and the
most important step in making sure
that such incidents do not take place
again is for students to be more responsible about their own security.

The security officers are patrolling
and doing their rounds twenty-four
hours a day, but it is virtually impossible for them to be every where
at the same time.
"Security can be efficient, not
omnipresent. Everyone has to do
their own share to help maintain a
safe environment," said Chenevert.
Hall staff in the Heights has also
been involved in making residents
aware of the importance of locking
doors and windows when they are
asleep or not in their rooms. Many
residents of the Heights believe that
the thief is someone on campus who
knows the dorm well. "It has to be
someone who knows which quad
has the stuff worth stealing. No one
would come to mine simply because I don't own anything that
could be stolen. The quads victimized had valuable stuff in them; the
See BREAK-INS on page 3

SPB meetin g highlights upcoming social events
fact that Colby's parents weekend will take place over the

BY LAUREN HOISINGTON
Staff Writer

The; Social Programming Board (SPB) convened in the
Page Commons Room on Monday, September 29, at 8 pm.
SPB is composed of SGASocial Chair Charles Costanzo '98,
Cultural Chair Walter Wang '99; the presidents of the four
Commons, an d recently
,l social programming
¦'¦ ' '¦ elected dorm
:
¦
'
¦•. ¦" 7.7v.y - 'J. ' . ".'; .' ; ' ;
representatives. 7 '
Discussion and debate revolved aroundupcoming social
events on campus. One of the more interesting issues discussed at the meeting was the fact that the popular rap
group RtJN DMC is scheduled to pe^
Wang iioteii that the group ' will fee featured in tlie Page
¦

Commons Room on>]KiQye^)-^]^&t|i-.-:

¦:.:; :' - : ." :, . ' :;. >;. -: .;- ,' .¦;:. ' ! . .- ,

Another issue discussed at the meeting was that Colby's

Halloween weekend, The change in scheduling is due to the

holiday weekend. The band scheduled to perform is
Skavookie and the Epitones, a ten member band from Boston;.; : "-"7y7' . ¦ ' ' ' ' ' ''
In discussing other future Colby social events, Costanzo"
mentioned the possibility of sponsoring a drag
on queen show.
would
depend
student parThe success of the;.j^ograjn
ticipation. Costarizd ih^i|tained that the program may be
, or performed ior charity.
co-sponsored by ^eyB^llDGEby
an
Another possibility m^n$6ned Wang was Oktoberfest
1997. Oktoberfest would tie an all-day event starting at two
o'clock,perhaps held by Jfchnson Pond,with bands,dancing
and imported ale. It is tentatively scheduled for the weekend of October 17th and glass mugs will be sold for $10in the
'
Cotter Union.
C8NAP President John Sauter '99 spoke about the future
planning for Alcohol Awareness. The CSNAP challenge; in
which students pledge to refrain from consuming alcoholic :
beverages for a week; Will be held again this year.

One common concern addressed at the meeting was the
need for more trained twenty-one year-old party hosts. Ben
Jorgensen,Assistant Dean of Student s, spoke at t he meeting
and detailed the training process. He stressed how quick
and simple the training is. The process, which only takes
about ten minutes,includes reading a copy of the th e Ma ine
liquor liability law. The liquor liability law states that it is
illegal in the state of Maine to serve someone alcohol that is
under the age of twenty-one or is visibly intoxicated.
Jorgensen also stated that this law has nothing to do with
Colby other than the fact that Colby is located in Maine. If
you are the twenty-oneyear-old host,and you serve alcohol
to either someone who is under twenty-one or to someone
who is visibly intoxicated, you may be held responsible if
they do damage to themselves or to others,although no one
at Colby has ever been held responsible for this. Jorgensen
reminded the students that it is always their right to say no
tp anyone who wants alcohol when they are the host and
they are taking on the responsibility^

Delbanco attem pts to
explain spiri tualit y crisi$
BY JILL MORNEAU

Cummings Exhibit to open Oct. 19

Staff Writer

The exhibition Evensong, NewPaintings by Daphne Cummings, will

open at the Colby College Museum of Art on October 19th. The
exhibition, which will run through December 15th, will feature 12
large oil-on-linen paintings and four small oil pastel paintings. These
paintings were inspired by Cummings' visits to the Gulf Coast of
Florida. In these works, Cummings highlights various interactions
between the sea, sky, and natural terrain. The artist's work is a part of
thepeirmanentcoUectionsof theFamsworthArtMuseuminRockland,
Maine,the Universityof Maine,and the Colby College Museum. (AM)

Opinion poll to address pub issue
ThePub Task Forcemet thispast Thursday and decided that thenext
step in the creation of a pub on campus is to get a sense of campus
sentimentbyholdingaStudentOpinionPoll.Thepoll,to occurWednesday,October 15,will ask your age,whether you support the renovation
of an existing space on campus to create a pub,and if you would support
a pub that was restricted to 21 year-olds and overordy.Issuesstillbeing
discussed are size,location,food,staff ,fullbarversusbeer and wine,and
age restrictions. The most probable location for the pub would be the
Marchese Lounge however, the Task Force is still considering other
options, such as a redecoration of the Spa. The policies concerning the
pub have not yet been decided. In the next week, please consider this
issue, and vote after the break. If you have any questions or comments
you can talk to your hall president, or email the Task Force at
sga@colby.edu (E. J. Levin)
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Professor Andrew Delbanco of
Columbia University spoke of the
spirituality crisis he feels exists in.the
United States on Thursday evening,
October 2. Delbanco detailed the
"palpable hysteria" that originated
during the 1980s as a result of the end
of the Gold War. He explained how
we tried to fill the enemy's shoes
with first theJapanese,then Saddam
Hussein and even China, but nobody was quite up to the standards
of the "Russian Menace" we feared
for so long. ,
Delbanco argued that Americans
have always understood their identityincontra-distinctiontoan"other."
Even in the Declaration of Independence the United States is defined as
"independent," rather than needing
to depend on someone else.
Furthermore, Delbanco spoke of
the religiousdimension to theAmerican identity,and made frequent references to Abraham Lincoln, as well
as Alexis de Toqueville when he referred to the concept of "civil religion."He explained that the essence
of civil religion was defined by
Abraham Lincoln when he distinguished the difference between the
"Old World" system of masters and
serfs that was instituted in the South,
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tioned what happened to the right to
universal health care, and also
broughtup the debate over abortion,
and the issue of affirmative action,
stating that he does not believe in
group rights.
Finally, our sexual freedom was
questioned. He reminded us that
politicians are still held to puritanical values while ours tend to loosen
up. We must examine the distinction between consentual and coercive sexual relations, he said.
"We used to have a religion.Religion weakened. It doesn't provide
answers for peoples'lives anymore,"
he said.He referred to Ralph Waldo
Emerson when he stated, "The Puritan creed is passing away and none
arises in its room." To this statement
Delbanco questioned, "Doesourhistbry have a future?"
To end his lecture, Delbanco referred to the philosopher William
James. He told of James' theory that
all human beings need a feeling of
being in an order of life other than of
this world's existence. They need a
point and purpose larger than themselves. This had once been called
God, he said. He asserted that the
concept of civic or patriotic Utopias
were known throughout,and people
used to believe they were fighting
for a civic Utopia. Delbanco asked if
that still exists, and if not, what are
the implications of our future?Q
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and the system of free labor.
Abraham Lincoln believed in the
chance for every man to be able to
better his life. Apparently this system is weakening.
He also spoke of the importance
of "symbols,"using the capital dome
as an example. Delbanco referred to
a quote by Walt Whitman about the
beauty of the capital dome.He called
it, "the white house of future poems
and dreams and dramas."
The United States has the fastest
growingincomedisparity,morethan
any other country in the world. Furthermore, the standard of living
among the middle-class is not rising,
and the American dream does not
seem so reasonableanymore. To add
to our problems,Delbanco also spoke
of the rise in the number of illegitimatebirths and remarked that nowadays people do not have a sense of
family cohesion. In addition, people
are donating less to charity than ever
before and, as Delbanco stated, the
people of the United States have not
had a political figure we have felt
comfortable with since JFK.
Delbanco illustrated the lack of
trust in the government by stating
that, six percent of Americans trust
their government, while seventyfour percent trust their fire department. He stated that "the fundamental idea of intellectual rights was just
not cutting it anymore." He ques-
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NEASC, continued f r ompage 1——-——
a sub-team of the group met with stu- :
dentleade_s,indud_ngmembersofthe
StudentGovernmentAssociation,StudentProgrammmgBoaudandliallstaff.
Additionally, all mdividualsin the
Colbycommunitywereencouragedto
attend an open campus meeting on
Tuesday. Specific informatibnregarding flie accreditationteam's visit were
not availableat press time.
Now that adequate information
has been gathered by the NEASC
team, they will write a report to the

A tribu te to
Thelma
Plusquellic

NEASC and to Colby. Colby will
then have an opportunity to respond to their comments before
the two meet in Boston to talk
over results.
AccofdingtoCotte^thisaccreditation process is a formality. "In
cases of Colby and other selective
colleges,there's no question that we
will be accredited. If s the weaker
colleges that are sometimesnot,and
put on probation,mainly for financial reasons," he said.Q

^MMllilP ^^^ iJ^JSliR

This Tuesday, September
30th marked the end of Thelma
Plusquellic's career at Colby
College. Pusquellic retired on
Tuesday, after having worked
ait Colby for over 25 years ,
mostly as an administrative assistant in the Dean of Students
Office. Her career at Colby began in the Registrar's Office,
where she stayed until 1979. She
then moved to the Dean of Students Office as an assistant to
Dean Earl Smith. For the last 16
years, however, Thelma has
worked with Janice Kassman,
Dean of Students. Plusquellic
describes Colby as "a tight-knit
community," and cites the entire personnel at the Dean of
Students Office as "a second
family."
Plusquellic says that the opportunity to work with students
was the reason that she has
stayed in the Dean of Students
Office for the bulk of her career
at Colby. It was there that she
has formed many long-lasting
friendships with staff and students alike.
After retiring, Plusquellic
plans on spending time relaxing and visiting with friends
and family. She will also volunteer at the Dean of Students
Office arid plans on returning
often for college events.O

dent in which a Spa employee's car
parked on campus was vandalized,
students are becoming increasingly
aware of their own role in maintaining security on campus even if the
rural setting makes everyone feel at
ease. As Chenevert puts it, "The realityis that it is a beautiful rural campus — but remember to lock your
doors!"Q
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A Maine-based radar system went into cold storage on Wednesday, October 8, after almost three years of so-called warm storage,
according to military and congressional sources. The $680 nullion
system, built in the mid-1980s by General Electric Co., consists of
transmitting antenna arrays in the tiny town of Moscow in northern
Somerset County in Maine,a receiving site in Washington County in
Maine, and a 33,000 square foot computer center in Bangor. In its
days of operation,the system could track Soviet planes and missiles
from 500 to 2,000 iniles off the eastern seaboard by bouncing an
electromagnetic signal off the ionosphere and reading the reflected
signals. It was taken off active duty in 1994 after the collapse of
communism in the Soviet Union.

Staff Writer
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BY PATRICK BERNAL

BREAK-INS, continued f r omp age 1

person had to have known that,"
commented an anonymous resident.
Apart from,warning students,
Security is trying to get the Physical
Plant Department to permanently fix
the screens on the windows so that
it will not be possible to remove
them from the outside. After these
two incidents and a reported inci-

Rada r system goes into cold storage , free

;

Area bur glar ies att r ibuted to local tee ns
On September 29, six teen-agers were caught and a seventh was
being sought in connection with a series of burglaries at the new
Police Athletic League ball field concession stand in Fairfield, according to Police Chief John Pouliot. A report of burglary at the field
was first received by police from an eye witness at about 9:30 a.m.,
when the youths should have been in school, and they were later
found with sports drinks, candy bars, potato chips and other items
from the concession stand in their possession. "This will clear up
several pending investigations of burglaries in the area,damage and
criminal mischief to vehicles and damage to private property," said
Pouliot, for it was the third such burglary in the last two weeks.
According to Pouliot, continued problems with youngsters in the
downtown area could lead to a curfew to keep teens off the streets.

Counties hire domestic violence prosecuto r
Private attorney Lara Nomani has been hired as the first domestic
violence prosecutor for Kennebec and Somerset counties,a new oneyear pilot project paid for by a $44,000 federal grant. Nomani will
prosecute most of the domestic violence cases in the two counties,
train police in investigating cases of spousal battery and build a
database which will give police and prosecutors a better idea of the
extent of the problem and how to remedy it.
Compiled by Renee Jj ijeunesse from the September 21- October 6
Central Maine Newspaperson-line edition.
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It s no j ok a: crac ki ng down on M aine s liquor laws
BY BROOKE FITZSIMMONS
Staff Writer

Last weekend, a group of Colby
students were pulled over by undercover police shortly after leaving
Joka's Discount Beverage in
Waterville. One of the students,who
was 21, had just purchased alcohol
fromJoka's,butthealcoholremained
unopened in the vehicle. The students were surprised when undercover police officers, who had positioned themselves atthe liquor store,
stopped the car and seized the alcohol. The students believed that they
had acted within the confines of the
law, but according to Maine law,
because the driver of the car was
under 21, they were guilty of illegal
transportation.
Maine law statesthat minorscannot transport alcohol unlessit relates
to their employment or with a
parent's knowledge or consent. The
driver of the vehicle was given a
court date and could face a 20-day
driver'slicense suspension plus a fee
for reinstating the license. In addition, points may be added to the
student's license, causing insurance
premiumsto rise. This was an unfortunatesituation because thestudents
did not realize that they were technically breaking the law. It is impor-

tant, then, that students familiarize
themselves with Maine laws concerning alcohol in order to prevent
similar incidents.
First and most importantly, the
law is very strict about drinking and
driving. If you are under 21 and are
driving with a blood alcohol level of
.02 or greater, your driver's license
will be suspended for one year. A .02
alcohol level does not mean you are
intoxicated—it is the equivalent of
one can of beer or one glass of wine.
If you are 21 or older,you could face
up to $500in fines,a loss of licensefor
90 days and possible time in jail depending on your blood alcohollevel.
In both cases, refusing the chemical
test results in an automatic driver's
license suspension for one year.
Secondly, it is a crime for anyone
to give alcohol to a minor. However,
it is also against the law to supply
someonewho is already intoxicated,
regardless of his or her age, with
more alcohol. The penalty for violating this law is a maximum fine of
$500 and up to six months of jail
time. Also, the Maine Liquor LiabilityAct holds the individual who supplies the alcohol to a minor or an
intoxicated person responsible for
any property damage,bodily injury,
or death that results from the consumption of the alcohol.
Finally, students should know

This past weekend, a group of Colby students were pulled over by undercover police after
purchasing alchohol at Joka 's. The driver of the car , a minor, could face a 20-day license
suspension.
that anyone who buys alcohol and as highas $500and two to six months dents from happening hereat Colby.
then resells it on campus or any- of jail time.
This may involvethepresence Of unInlightoftherecenttragediesthat dercover policeofficers at local liquor
where else can be charged with illegal sale of liquor, unless the seller have occurred as a result of alcohol at stores. For more information on the
owns a liquor license. Penalties in- MIT,LSU and many other colleges,it Maine state laws, students should
clude fines of up to $300 and 30 days is probable that the police depart- refertome studentliandbook,or conin jail. If you are under 21 and are ment and security will be making tacttheDean of Students Office orthe
selling alcohol, the penalties can be every effort to prevent similar inci- Waterville Police DepartmentO

and good shopping areas. It's vacation enough to get down there and
eat at all the good restaurants, even
if that's all you do. Don't forget the
Cambridge Side Galleria, Harvard
Square, Newbury Street, Faneuil
Hall and the North End—and, of
course, don't forget all that history.
If you're sick of Boston and a
bigger city is more your fancy, try
the Big Apple. New York City is
about seven or eight hours away by
car, and if you leave early enough,
you will have a good deal of time to
explore the action-packed city. See
a show, be a tourist, shop, people
watch—the possibilities are endless.
Canada is always an old
standby—and the drive is comparable to the trip to New York. Quebec City, Quebec is beautiful for
walking and touring by day, and
clubbing and self-entertaining by
night. The drinking age is 18; bars
are all over the place, and if you're
interested in dancing, the nightclubs

are very chic (try the Chez
Dagobert).Bring warm clothingand
good walking shoes and prepare to
party—just supposing that you
aren'tgoing just to see theChateaux
Frontenac.
Closer to home,Maineoffers some
weekend fun. Spend a couple nights
inAcadiahikingaroundthegorgeoiis,
fall-foliated national park or go on a
whale watch. Hike Mount Katahdin,
visit Moosehead Lake—if you are
staying at Colby, the Belgrade Lakes
are also a pleasant nearby getaway.
Don't completely discount staying at
school, because it is a great time for
bonding in your dorms or taking advantage of your roommate's absence
with a special someone. Freeport,
Kittery and the Maine Mall in Portland are good alternatives if shopping is your thing. Don't fret if you
havenothingplanned yet:something
always turns up at the last minute.
Many times, the best breaks happen
at the spur of the momenta

Echo photo by Melissa Carpenter

lake advan ta ge of fal I break
BY MOLLY FRAZIER
Staff Writer

Everyone looks forward to time
off from school—if they can find
something to do with their free days,
that is. Fall break is just around the
corner and it is likely that Colby is
not the place you want to spend
your four days of freedom. If campus, then, is not first on your list of
places to be this Columbus Day
weekend, rest assured: there are
many options.
If you don't have a car,check out
the ride board in the Cotter Union.
Students are driving to all the "hot
spots" and are generally happy to
give rides in exchange for gas
money, food , company—or all of
the above. Most likely they are heading for the Boston area, which is a
great place for a weekend excursion.Get a group of friends together
and tour the city's historical sites
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University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts
A UMass junior died last week after falling through the glass df a
greenhouse roof on the Amherst campus. According to the Massachusetts Daily Collegian, Adam G. Prentice, 21, was found alone and
seriously injured; reports speculate that Prentice probably fell after
attempting to climb the greenhouse. The cause of death was attributed to massive bleeding, according to the Collegian.The involvement
of drugs or alcohol in the death is still under investigation. (AG)
College Fest
Boston, Massachusetts
This weekend marksthetenth year of Boston'sCollege Fest,a citywide celebration geared toward Boston's 25,000 college students.
Planned events include live music,movie premieres,product demos,
and—good news for new cable addicts—soap star appearances.
College Fest is held in the Hynes Convention Center, at 900 Boylston
Street, all day Saturday arid Sunday. Check out the College Fest
website at www.collegefei5t.com for more information. (AG)
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Colby goes Hollyw

Creative writing prof essors step onto the big screen
BY MEGHANN FOYE
Staff Writer

While former Colby professor Richard Russo distinguished
liimself with Ws novel-turnedfilm,Nobody 's Fool,he is not the
only professor to have lucrative creative; writing projects. Two
creative writing professors, Susan kenney and James Boylan,
are currently busy with their own proj ects outside of teaching.
Under the pen-nameof James Finney Boylan, the Associate Chairman of the English Department is currently working oh five creative writing projects while teaching four
classes this year.One that he is extremely excited about is a
iioyel called Getting In, published by Time-Warner, coming
out next fall. It centers around a family making a tour of New
England colleges and the changes that take place in their relationship. Boylan found the inspiration for this novel from
his own experiences during college visits and other people's
funny experiences. He believes that this time in a teenager's
life is a turning point where the relationship with his parents
changes significantly. Boylan remembers seeing the change
take place in his own life especially,he says, upon "sharing a
beer with my father for the first time."
Not only is Boylan preparing for the book release of Getting In, but he is also writing the screenplay for the movie
from New-Line Cinema. Actors Geena Davis and Renny
Harlin are producing the film, and Boylan has twelve weeks
Echo photo by Kristina Smith to finish the screenplay.
Professor of English James Finney Boylan
In addition to these exciting projects, Boylan has just fin-
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ished writing another novel over the summer which has only
just gone to the editor and is in the process of writing another screenplay in collaboration with Russo.
Finally, Boylan is waiting for his collection of short stories, As I Lay Married , published by Johns Hopkins University Press, to be published within a year or two.
Boylan will be leaving the Colby campus next year with
his wife and two sons to head the off-campus study program
in Cork, Ireland.
Other creative writing professors are making a name for
themselves in Colby's English Department as well. Dana Professor of Creative Writing, Susan Kenney,is another English
professor at Colby who is waiting for the release of numerous projects. The Ghost of the Barbizon,a novel centering around
a mother and daughter's fractured relationship, is soon to be
released. This sequel to Saz7fng(Nor_on Publishing, 1988) and
In Another Country (1984) is inspired by Kenney's mother's
life and some of her mother's own unpublished writing.
In addition, Kenney is extremely busy working on two
other mysteries,including one with a syndicate of local writers. In accordance to what seems to be the style of Colby's
creative writing professors, she does not stop with these
projects. She also publishes book reviews in the New York
Times Book Review and has had many essays anthologized.
Both professors work in the creative fiction writing section of the English Department. Although they are equally
busy,they both say their first priority is as a professor. Colby
is very lucky to have such active and successful writers as
models for all of its students' creative endeavors.Q
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Arts & EMertainmerit
All that and a Fat Bag of chips
cream-colored beret. As the night
progressed Fat Bag led the crowd
from their acid trippin' tunes to
funky reggae beats. The mesmerThe sexy and seductive sounds izing music of the saxophones,
of Alexander on the saxophone trumpet, and guitars were interteased the crowd who came out to mixed with spicy rap lyrics that
party with Fat Bag on Saturday truly appealed to the crowd. The
night in the Page Commons Room. chorus of two songs in particular
The erotically wild and success- ("what's that you're doing?/Makful Fat Bag concert was organized ing you hot , take it off so I can go
by Johnson Commons Leaders Bill down low..." and "fuck the shit
Riley '99 and Jason Cherella '99, outta the groove") really caught
and Ryan Waller '99 of Chaplin the sexual fancy of the crowd.
Commons.
The song that
The Fat i-_-___-__-________-___----__--__-----___------_M---__-----l1the crowd seemed
to love the most
Bag band
Students literally got
the funk y
consists of
¦was
onto
the
stage
and
reggae beat of
7 members:
"Feelin' much
jamme da few minutes
Alexander,
Better." The enthe band
with the band
1thusiasm of the
leader, on
^^^^^^^
crowd was obvilead tenor ^^^^^^^^^^^
ous from the enone
saxoph
and vocals, Ho Young Kim on gui- core requests, scream s, jumping,
tar, Walker Pettibone on drums, slam dancing, and most exciting
Reggie Powe on bass, Chip Ferny of all... crowd surfing. Students
on second tenor saxophone , literally got onto the stage and
Phillippe "Squint" Thomas on the jammed a few minutes with the
trumpet , and the talented Dj band before taking very daring,
and sometimes dare-devil dives
Yooter at the turn tables.
Colby's own James Story '99 into the howling audience below.
was asked by Cherella to perform It was hype.
Alexander was groovin' and
freestyle to open for Fat Bag.
Story's lyrics included "props" for dancin' on stage, covered with
Fat Bag and Dj Yooter, as well as red and yellow lighting reflecting
several tasty rhymes for thecrowd. off the black and silver drums,
Story was shown "much love" by and the white guitar. At one point
all present. For the lames who he got his "freak on" with a young
missed his freshly rendered lady on stage while groovin' to
rhymes, Story says to "all show up the funk y beat of the base guitar
and the drums. The freaky feeling
next time."
After having been thoroughly spread from the stage to the audiwhipped into a frenzy by Story, ence, creating an intense heat. So
the crowd was more than ready hot in fact, that Dj Yooter perfor the funktified performance by formed the remainder of the conFat Bag. Their performance began cert topless.
with a slow funkjazz tune. The
The Echo spoke with
first saxophone solo was sweetly
performed by Alexander, garbed Alexander, lead saxophonist and
in a black leather trench coat,black vocalist of the band.
ECHO: Where did you get the
shades, a white T-shirt, and a
JACQUELINE JOHNSON
Staff Writer

¦«____i______________iM_____--M-_-----l_-_M

Boston based Fat Bag performs
name Fat Bag?
ALEXANDER: It was named
after a James Brown instrumental
song written in the 1960s. I just
bought the CD and I was looking
at the back of it. At the time I was
in another band and I saw that and
I was like, that's what I'm going to
name my band.
ECHO: What made you decide
to start your own band?
ALEXANDER: I was in another
bahd/started piayihg in that band
when I was only 18 and still in
college (Berkeley School of Music). I guess I just wasn't doing
enough creatively you know. I had
the urge to get out what was mine.
ECHO: Is your music geared
more towards jazz?
ALEXANDER: No, it's really
funky ass shit to get your groove
on. We bring in a lot Of improvisational sections. It's kinda like a
acid trip funk. If you like hallucinogens shit, you'll dig our group.

Echo photo by Shawn McMahon

in the Page Commons Room last Saturda y night.
If not, it might make you feel like come up to me and say that our
concerts are concerts that one can
you do.
ECHO: How do you feel Fat go see by oneself and get into their
Bag's music is being perceived and own groove. The crowd has to get
accepted by the audiences you play loose. Dancing is an element to
reduce negative energy. I'm really
for?
ALEXANDER: I think funk into meditation and Buddhism and
music has returned; you know? all.
ECHO:How long do you think
There are a lot of positive people
with open minds. Our music is you'll keep playing?
ALEXANDER:My music is like
like a mix of funk, jazz, and James
Brown,you know that kinda thing. a constant quest. It's in me. I won't
It's like b&ng in church without stop until I die.
the guilt. It's all about finding your
All in all it was a blast. The
focus, going inside yourself and
really finding what's inside. It's band members were definitely in
what we like to call being in the "the zone" feeling the music. As a
zone. This generation is about to sort of grand finale Alexander and
experience a huge renaissance as Chip walked through the audience
on the dance floor,around the rail
far as creativity is concerned.
ECHO: How important is au- on the second floor and back to the
dience participation during your stage. While doing this they played
a soft sexy tune without using the
performances?
ALEXANDER: It's so impor- microphones which gave the entant. Music is so much bigger than tire songa very explicit almost high
us, you know? I've had people vibe: no barriers, no boundaries-^
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Concert: Taj Mahal and the Phantorn Blues Band
Bowdoin College
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INTHE BLUE LIGHT
Echo: Haveyou done a lot of gigs
(in
up Boston)?
KM: We toured with Magnetic
Fields a couple of times when we
werefirst starting out/ and both times
we went up to Boston with them.
New York and Boston. I think we
played theMid(dle)Eastand...what's
the place next to the Mid East?
Echo: tt the Bear's?
KM: Yeah. We played there and I
think we played... I don't even rememberwhereweplayedlasttime.It
was a bigger room,an actual theater.
Echo: So,ifs a little differentfrom
playingthebigvenuesforH.O.R.D.E.
KM: Yeah. It will be nice to get
back to the more intimate tour that
we're accustomed to... Oneof thedifficult things about H.O.R.D.E. is that
youhavetocomeoutandstartsmashing people, because you only have
thirty -fivemmutes,soyoureeilly have
to come out strong.Whereasthere's
definitely more of a pace and a flow to
our live shows.
Echo: Were there many people
moshing to it?
KM:Well,actually (laughs),there
was a surprising lack of moshing in
general for the H.O.R.D.E. tour, all
tour, except for the last night, which
was last night, and it was actually
Idndoffrighteningbecausetherewere
a lot of crowd surfing;at our showlast
night and people were being hurled
over barricades and stuff, pulled out
by security... I mean, you start to become concerned. Maybe I'm just a
geek (laughs). I think people should
have fun and they should have the
right to do whatever they want to
express themselves,but if it comes at
the expense of someone whoisbeing
continuously smashed in the head
by... we have people up front that
literally you wouldn't know people
werecomingover them and people,a
couple of rows back, would sort of
throw these people that are above the
crowd at the security people, so you
have people in the front couple rows
being hit with bodies.
Echo: Did you think ("Hell") was
going to be this big hit like it is?
KM:No. Absolutely not. I mean,
our first album sold, I don't know,
twenty thousand records before we
started getting airplay, and I wanted
to sell fifty or sixty thousand albums.
I wanted to double our record sales,
expand our foundation. You listen.to
production valuesonthat,weweren't
recording a radio album, we were
recording an album of music thatwe
liked. I don't thinkanyone expected
that kind of response.
Echo:What do you want a Squirrel Nut Zippers live show to be?
KM? I'd like it more... I don't
know... I really don't know. More
entertainment for your dollar.
Whether it has to do with having an
MC or, there's so many things that
you start thinking about,We thought
it was a wonderful thing to be able to
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take out ah opening act. Like, really
think about it and get somebody that
would be appropriate, that would
really warm up the crowd. That not
necessarily musically wassimilar,but
at least from the heart. Coming from
a similar place internally.
Echo: What brought you to play
with Squirrel Nut Zippers?
KM: Chapel Hill's a small town,
and when the students leave, for the
most part, the town is left to its pOor
fowny roots. The students come in
and there's a big flow of money, etc.
But it was during the summer, and
the big club in townhad closed down
to relocate, and so I think a lot of
peoplefelt staggeredaboutthe bands
thattheywerein. Tom (Maxwell),for
example,hisbahd wasfinishing some
recording projects and ended up
breakingupbecause one of the members wasmoving.Jim (Mathus)' srock
band, Metal Like Mother, who I'd
done someproductionfor,just demos
and stuff, trying to get them a record
contract,wasbreaking up at thetime.

Squirrel Nut Zippers

««»" ¦¦¦¦»

ning,yeah, we played at a Fireman s

ball and we've had someweird gigs.
A couple of weddings of millionaire
people in North Carolina. Because,
wereallydidn'twanttobeawedding
band, we didn't want to play weddings,but at the timewe were asking
for this money,it seemed ridiculous,
which was probably like a thousand
dollars, but that was really what we
had to ask for in order to do a wedding and they had to be agreeable to
the fact that we weren't going to play
covers.
Echo: How did that first album
come about?
KM:Well,when the band first got
together,wedid thatfirstshow,which
was gonna be our art project show
and then we were probably going to
gobacktoour old bands arid wewere
offered a single after the first show.
So, we did a Merge Records single,
which is by the people who are in
SuperchunkThatwentoverrealwell.
We started getting regional airplay,
based on this single,which,frankl y,I

Photo courtesy of Mammoth Records

So,wejust got together asfr iends,just just listened to the other day and it

to have a cook-out, drink some beer,
and play music and this ranged from
bluegrass music to jazz... For some
reason, there was just a chemistry
when wegot started,and we decided
to do one show, to just show the
peoplein townwhat we'd beendoing
all summer and it .went over so well,
and we loved doing it, that we decided to stick with our hearts and see
what happened.
Echo:Before you becameas big as
you are now,did you get to play a lot
of smaller clubs?
KM:Yeah...Wewereplayinga lot
of small clubs. Sometimes it was real
hit and miss. I remember we played,
of allplaces,Westboro,Mass,inJanuary, at the Old Vienna Coffeehouse,
and there were probably ten people
there. I'm not kidding you. The band
almostoutnumberedthe audience. It
was snowing like hell, It was unbelievable. Any more, ifs hard to get
those intimateshows.
EchorSo,then you have had those
Blues Brother type experiences.
KM: Oh my God, In the begin-

sounds so outdated ifs great. I love it.
In a good way. It just sounds like
something... it really sounds old.
Whereas, I don't think we sound old
anymore. Anyhow, shortly thereafter Mammoth records started to pursue us and talk to us about whether
wewanted to put a full length album
out and we decided to do it. At that
point:, we had to decide, okay are we
all going to be committed to this
project, because they're offering a
contract with options. So, you're going to be tied up for awhile if it does
workout.Imean,especially Katherine
(Whalen), because she'd never been
in a band. We had to decide whether
we wanted to be together and , be
musicians for the next five years, at
least. We did a lot of soul searching
and decided to sign with them.
Echo: You should make a deal
with the Squirrel candy company,
and sellsomeNut Zippers.
KM: They're great friends of
ours...We obviously couldn't have
done this without their permission.

They probably thought we were a

,1
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bunch of flakes when we asked for it
because, frankly, we asked, because
one of the members of the band was
in Boston, ironically enough, before
we even did a single,so he wantedto
go check the company out, sorta told
them about the band. They were
amusedbut supportiveandprobably
thought that in two years you'll probably never hear of these guys again.
They've actually increased their series
since the band started. Last time we
were in Boston, unfortunately I was
not there,I was doing ah interview on
theradioorsoirtething,butthemayor
of Cambridge came out and proclaimed it Squirrel Nut Zippers Band
and Company Day. We got a citation
from the city.
Echo:Foryou,then,being a fan of
modernmusic,was itathiill or honor
to be playing oh the same bill as Beck
or Neil Young?
KM: Yeah. Absolutely. 1was really excited about Ben Folds.It makes
me really proud. I'm so proud of
Chapel Hill and the bands that have
come out of there. He got great response when he was on the tour, and
he's a great guy. Worthy, very very
worthymusicaan,aiTanger,composer.
Idon'tknow,maybermgettingjaded
now. When we played Atlanta MidTown Music Festival,which was like
eighty thousand people, we played
right before the Wallflowers. That
blew my mind, because it was like
Woodstock or something. I was definitely in awe of that.
Echo:You describe your musicas
weird. If thaf s so,is it hard to goon a
mainstreamshowlikeCoHanO'Brim?
KM: Yes. Definitely. We were so
scared when we did Cohan O'Brien
the first time, that we played a two
minute twenty second song in like a
minute fifty or something. "Lover's
Lane" was so fast. I am constantly
surprised at how people respond. If I
were a marketing analyst, trying to
put together the band that would
make the most money,or to have the
most success, or whatever you want
to basesuccess on, it would sound
like Hootie and the Blowfish and
Pearl Jam combined, which is basically what everyone is trying to
be and not the Verve Pipe. I'm
kidding; We've carved ourselves
a niche and we're really really lucky
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Distortion and monotony's ubiquitous relationship with today's
radio stations wais interrupted recently by the swinging, big band
sounding Squirrel Nut Zippers. Their first single/ "Hell," deceivingly hinted at ska roots,but the band has carved its own unique
niche in the alternative rock world by mixingmodern lyrics with the
musical sounds of the twenties, thirties and forties, which they
showcased this summer on the Horizons of RdckDevelopingEverywhere (HLO.R.D.E.) Tour.
KenMosher,guitarist and saxophonist for the band,and I chatted
the afternoon after the H.O.R.D.E. tour ended back in August As
humble and modest as a pseudo-rock star can be, Mosher comfortably settles into a discussion aboutthe attributes of MarylinManson,
the downfalls of Hanson,and his love of geography,as well as a few
tidbits here and there about the Squirrel Nut Zippers,whose music
he describes as "twenties punk/'
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that people support what we're doing.
Echo: You were on a bill with
Beck...
KM: We played with Beck at the
H.M.S, festival in Washington D.C.
and there's a connection, a very
strangeone. Beck's keyboard player,
his name is Theo, and we met him in
Santa Monica at KCRW, which is a
pretty well known public radio stationoutthere,andhe was an engineer
on a live show that they broadcast
called "Morning Becomes Eclectic,"
which weplayed rightafter Thelnevitable came out. At the time he was an
engineerat the station,hehadn't even
heard of Beck, and we were sitting
outside having a cigarette with him
afterwards, and he said something
like "the trumpet is like the seventh
plain of heaven." He was just very
insightful and seemedvery peaceful;
awonderfulguy. When wewereleaving,he said something like, "I have a
feeling that we will meet you down
theroad"orsometimelateratahigher
place, I don't know. Anyhow, Beck
finished, and he's their keyboard
player-now.He's wearing an orange
jumpsuit, and he's just freaky-hilarious,he walks offstage,sees us,recognizes us. "See, the glass has turned.
Here we are."
Echo: Do you guys still hang out?
KM: Yeah... I was in a three man
band at one time and a couple of
different four man bands and I can
honestly say thatforthemost part,we
getalong betterasa groupand I think
ifs because of the nurnbers.If you're
in a three man band and you get in a
fight with one of the guys, there's
only one left. Someone's gonna get
left out. In a seven man band, two
peoplecould beat the hell out of each
other and you have five people to
take care of them.
Echo: We'll have to get you to
come up and play here in Maine.
KM: I want to. I have a giant
map, like one of those maps that
y ou woul d get in elemen t ary
school,gian t ones tha t were up on
the wall, an d I have pins wherever
we play and ifs starting to fill up in
different places, but we haven't gotten to Maineyet... Get Colby to get us
up thereQ
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January graduates deserve
y
more attention

Somemay think ifs a littleearlyto be talking about graduation,but a
groupof Colbyseniorshavereached themid-pointoftheir final semester
here.Come January they'll be released to the working worldwithout
fanfare. These are the J students (as in '98J) that you see in the directory.
They'veworked fourhardyears,and they deservemorerecognition than
'
they currentlyreceive. ,
Current Colby policydoes allowseniors who are lacking those final
credits to participate in all graduation week ceremonies (See Student
handbook, pages 9-10)with the exception of Commencement There is
certainly a validargumentput forth by the Collegethat those whodo not
getthejob donedo not deserve thesamepomp and circumstanceasthose
that do.However,thereisno ceremonyin January.When exactlydo these
graduatesgetthe spotlight turned on them?
Admittedlyit would be difficidttohaveafullscalegraduationfor the
few who do graduate in January.That being the case, wouldn't it make
sensetoaUowthesestudentstopaurtidpateinCommencementandreceive
theemptydiploma?Whilemanystudents could care less about the actual
ceremony,itdoesmeanalottorelatives. Italsomakesmore
sensetoinvite
theJ's to tiheprior ceremony, seeing as many will be leaving town, if not
the state after a January graduation. Those six months that passuntil the
next Commencementcan be another lifetime.
January grads do not solely consist of students whodecided to take a
semesteroff totoiuEiuope.Somegotlatestartstheufreshmanyear;otheis
had pressing personal concerns (including illnesses) (hat forced them to
take a temporary leave. Their accomplishments should not be lessened
because it took them a different four year time span than thenorm.

Don't take Colby for security

Last weekend,two separate quads were brokeninto in the Heights
dormitory.These occurences are analogous to the "stalker"incidents
which occurred on campus last spring, in that they dispel the false
sense of security which many Colby students maintain. This idea is
characteristicof small town,rural college campuses.We thankfully do
nothave to deal with many of the problemsthat plague urban college
campuses. These incidents, however, prove that Colby is not fully
removed from "real world'- problems, including crime. - , . , , ,
This maycomeas a shock to some students, Colby is a regardedas
a relatively safe campus. Many students do not think twice about
walking across campus alone at night, leaving then doors or cars
unlocked,ornot securingvaluable items.Almost all of us,at one time
or another,have committed these acts,which we know are dangerous
and irresponsible. We too often take our security:for granted.
In light of these incidents, Colby students should take necessary
precautions to ensuretheir safety.Although the Department of Safety
and Security does offer students some protection, it is crucial that
students assume individual responsibility for their safety and security on campus.In response totheseincidents.Safety and Security has
warned students to lock their doors and windows, and to be more
aware of their actions. These are steps that should be second nature to
students. If you chose not to take precautionary measures, such as
locking your door, be aware that you are taking an enormous risk. It
does not take a long time for someone to break into your room and
steal your treasures. Be smart. Do not let this happen to you. Assume
responsibility for your safety, and do not let yourself believe that
crime and theft does not occur at Colby. It does. .
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Letters

Colby students need to tak e more
responsibility for their actions
I'm usually just a laid-back,
complacent—some would even
say apathetic—kind of guy, but
for some reason this week's paper irritated me enough to write
a letter to y'all fine folks at the
Echo. The editorial about respecting campus and Dan Maccarone's
article about hook-ups kind of
hit a nerve I guess. See, I've been
grappling with some personal
issues concerning life here at
Colby—not that it matters to anyone else—but I thought I'd write
it down (it's more official that
way) just to see if there were any
others out there who kind of feel
the same way or if I'm the only
weirdo here.
Now, I know Dan 's article
had an overall light-hearted
sort of tone, but I don 't reall y
agree with him when he states
that our four years here at
Colby are the "only time in our
lives where we can experiment
with sex and drugs and really
not face as severe as consequences as we could on the
outside (as long as we are responsible). " The responsibility thing is probabl y just a disclaimer, but it's so ridiculously
pointless that he probabl y
shouldn 't have even bothered.
I think there's a lot of Colb y
students who have no conception of responsibility at ailnot even an abstract one. Since
when is an STD , an unwanted
pregnancy, a trip to the 'ER, or
an alcohol-induced coma sudd enl y less serious just because
We live 7unider the Colb y
Subtile, where we all know it' s
always 70 and sunny—-just like
the sk y r i g ht over my greatunc le's house in Florida (He 's
86 and loves to tell us how

great the weather is down
there—even when the local
news has live footage of 120
mph winds ripping roofs off
houses and blowing small children and household pets into
Louisiana))?
This reall y gets me too: a
few pages before Dan 's article , there 's a blurb about a
freshman frat pled ge who
DIED at MIT from alcohol
poisoning. Do peop le actuall y *think that these things
can 't—or 'w ori'4-^happen at
Colb y?
I think overall, Colby is a
good place filled with intelligent , interesting people, but
in my three years here I still
can 't shake the feeling that
Colb y students just don 't seem
to care much about taking responsibility for their actions
or taking into consideration
the impact their actions have
on others.
PPD is NOT comprised of Supermen nor is it their job to pretend to be. It's also not their job
to clean up after us and "patch
up" the campus after an especially rowdy weekend so as to
maintain an appearance to the
outside world that Colby is a
beautiful, peaceful community
where all's always just fine and
dandy.
Now;, h as any o n e ever
wondered what local reside nts and ''non- student s ''
think of us? What we do herf
oh campus during our four
years d oes have a n i mp act
on people , w h e t h e r we
cho o se t o see i t or no t , and
regardless of how sheltered
we are from the law that
most ot her people haye to

live by, our actions will always, always , always have
consequences. Think! After all ,
they didn 't let us all in here
because we were idiots.
Awareness doesn 't hurt too
much and who knows? You
mig ht actuall y enjoy it.
Whether we acknowledge it or
not on any given day, Colby
sits in—it exists and is a part
of—the rest of this world. I just
think we all need to give that
concept a little more attention
and just a .little more, of our
time.
If you think I' m being
overly critical or too jud gmental , maybe I am, but before you
rush to chastise, don 't let me
lead you to believe that I exclude myself from this issue.
I'm just as much a Colby Kid
as the next guy and I have NOT
been exempt from momentary
lapses of maturity, responsibility, or consciousness. But,
for those of you who are going
to say that all I care about is
what others think of me , y ou 're
partiall y right. I more often
then not hesitate to tell people
I'm a Colby student because I
know the thoughts that they
automatically associate with
Colby and its students. I feel
privileged to have the opportunity to study here, but that
doesn 't mean I have to like
being labeled, but such are the
facts of life; And finally, for
those of yotiof
,going to
W^|re
my high
get
horse,
tell rn^ip
f
I'm already off it. Now we can
all go back to being normal
Colby students. After all, it
d oesn 't really mattery does it?

Somebody creas ed the back ebra te them mightily. These inside pf my car last weekend . And clude such momen ts as making it
you 're probabl y wonder ing; why through the week , mak ing i t
I' m telling you th is. The likely t hrough t he semes t er , and of
perp here is one of the dozen or course, the big one—getting the
more well-endowed vehicles that hi?jl but of there. You have left
frequen t the Colby apartm ents;; ';'ly&ij* |3etsitehind whe ii^
across tbe^ street frpnf < jrny civilian 7 out«l-yed y our shotftsi ghted
home. I have ^liyW';i'^airip ws^ :rijeed^:Y6uhaYe
^
tfi'fyburw
Colty life, , despite paying left |
¦l^i'
"™
&/ "_£,.--^^^
tl^ere iici 1974/; fpr |h$ last ;eleyei\|| leaving the plow no recourse but
yjeaivi^
your milestones—and you cel- aquainted with your musical pref-

erences. And we have never
bitched. The Waterville area
economy cares Tittle about my
Colby educat ion, and my financial situation reflects the generally depressed business cli mate
' her&Tc&nnola
iixedi I a m pretty sure jyhdever
hit it cpul^p&ba bly sivii^ it with
little ! ^|rt icuity ,^ hyb6%ca re tp
?fe8S^p? '' 7'^'': ^
tf/^t-*;;
!^,!'!.> 'I"'i ''.- 'V ••¦•¦y vr l y. -uy w:,. y.t..-, < ,^ , .;¦. ¦¦,
i < >'.,.tV ' ,., ;'. "V|!-,'V.
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. . -., ' Ga thy Taylor , North Street

Who dama ged my car?
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Mea Culpa, bri ng on the pub
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Maraiese Lounge (the leading site for the pub) has a great
fireplace that I can certainly envisionwhalingaway a Tuesday
Editor-in-Chief
nigjitby onaooldwinter evening.Darttournamentsalsospring
tornind.
Timehas passed sincethe Presidents'Council sent the
Next to immediatechanges in social progjmuning,it also
pub proposal to a task force, and we once again need to oouldchangesomewayswelookat social responsibilities.I can
only assumethat oneofthereasonstheTrusteesweresowilling
make a decision on the fate of the pub.
There are still side issues to be battled out over the to propose it in their now famed list of reoommendationsis
proposed pub's atmosphere, size, and services. Virtually because it will cut down on drinking and driving. With the
,irttnywcAri^
eveiyonehastheirownopiniononwhatitshouldlooklike. inaeaseofsenioreoncampus
Some wouldlikeit to be a place for only 21year olds while beabletojustwalktothelocalwateringhole.
l_astiy,thepiibwillnotiakei^
others have think it. should be an exclusiveseniors' spot.
^ gettingblasted out of one's
However,the questionI couldn't get around last year was it,keg parties are synonymouswith
'why airewe evenbuildingthis thing?' I thinkl finally have mindPubs,however,areseenasacx)m-bitablepkc£todowna
brew or two, but then get on with one's evening.Part of the
some answers.
A few key arguments have evolved from its inception philosophy of this pub is to encourage responsible draiking.I
in the CollegeAffairs Committee to its current status with knowthismayseemantitheticaltosQmeofyou;Ithougihtsotoo
thePubTaskForce.(EHsdosure.Tamnowcurrently on that beforeItiirned21.ButItellyourfltate
•
task force). The most basic came fromlast year's sub-par overa loungepartyanytime.
I'vetouredmeMar(±eseLounge,andIadnutit/ ssma_l.
social life in the early going. It was felt that a pub would
enhance Colby's social life. It would do this in a couple of However, that may be just what we're looking for. I think
a small intimate place would be a welcomechange to the
ways.
First off it would bring people back on campus or normalfarearoundhere.Stillifwedecidewewanttomake
encourage them not to leavein tihe first place. The Spa just itbigger,thereisroomtoe>q3andintotheh-lloutbackof the
, Spa. I've become more and more convinced it-will work.
doesnotproduceapubatmosphere.Sincetherenovarions
it has gained a more spacious look appropriate for Colby
Butdon'ttakemyword forit. Talk toyourfriendsabout
ImprovandtheColbyettes,but is nolongera cozyenviron- what direction you want to see Colby's alcohol-related
programming take. Participate in the opinion poll next
ment aliowing for any levels of intimacy.
Second, it's something new, and that does count for Wednesday. You may not feel the above reasons compelsomething.Wecan get tiredof the sameold Student Center ling enough;I know I didn't at first glance. However,from
dances and Frat Row keg parties. (We apparently did last the time I've now spent examining the issue, I can boldly
yearXThecxurentSPBhasbeeninixingitupsomethisyear, proclaim this pub would be good for Colby. Lefs get
and a pub would add some new elementsto the mix. The movingOn it immediately.?

BY MIKE TRUMAN
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There isnothing betterin themorning,whenyou've just wokenup
and need thatextra kickto getgoing,thana decent cup of coffee.Youcan
almost smell the aroma can't you?Or perhapsvisionsof old Maxwell
House commercialsare dancing in your head. Mmmm.Welt too bad,
becauseyouaren'tgomgtofindagoodrapofcoff^
>"
-<
campus.
? - 7 -'
_for some reason,the only place y mx s ^ ^M i A^ l e aisM
mx
'^e I
ooffeehcmse^whichwaij ldbefW
waritacuptfjoeataiwo^
Spa.Boy,thoseare deUdousv delect
i ftquldthat darmstobe c^
becauseromatterwh^yougoifs^
hi the beginningof the year, I actually got up for breakfast one
morning,saunteredoverto thedose^
andsomesteamingjava.Well,smotheredincreamcheesemadecreamier
from theheat of the freshly toasted bagel, I was satisfied. Dee-li-cious.
Thenltookasipfrommysteamingpapercup
1 new white plasticfop and to mydisappointed surprise,I mightas well
havesipped thebrown,stained teapotfilledwithboilingwater,because
thafswtatthisfrn>wnmuckinmycupwas.l^
dregs of Johnson Pond.Imaginemy pleasure.
But,that'sfine. Itwasthebeginningof theyear.Sometimesit takesa
Several weeks
littlewhileto hit yourstride in the coff^ makingprocess.
later Iwashankeringfor a cup after dinner.It hadbeen a long day> Iwas
exhaustedbuthadtostayawakeduefoahugep_o)ectIhadforadas$,Th_s
timeI tried a differentdining hall,thinld_ng'%ejr,they all can'tbebad.^ I
satdownonthestepsoutsidemydonrvsniffedmydrink (Iwasn'ttaking
,itsmeUedlikecoffee. Whoknew
my chancesttiistime)and,mygoodness
such a feat was possible?
Then I took a sip.~ then I spit it out Mycoffee
tasted likeitheremnants of a burntumber crayon(onthe upsideat leastit
had i_Uvorthisiime).Apparentlyith^ beensittinginm^
allday and after becoming bored betweenlunch and dinner,decided to
walkonhotcoalsforacouplehours.Thereisnothingliketotingcb^ned
crap. Yummy, So,I'dgiv_nuponthedining
hal_5.Asi-ppeal_-^
look,thoeethennosesarejus.fi^^
yourinnaidaI stffl wantedmy caffewtef^
wherelhadalwayshadl?eaiitifi%
myfavoiital
gjreetedtheS
pal-adywifo^
olihenfeest-taviK^
a__avOT_#ofcIw_ntedflavondcof^
IfigtiiesFmactiiafy^
howt__tfaitHmt_mtaliKdmynrt
Ewantitlsijjpedlcrtedlh^
ItalfexpededtoseeUttlechi
psofdeeeasedb^
cijp,
hahwayckrwnthe
because
tlwughI ha^
inthecupinstead
enoughroomforrr«toptrtawholeoow
Howhard canit be to brewa decentpot?Isit the beans? Is it cheaper
to buy ten extra sacksof coffee beans whoshouldhavegoneto thatgreat
beancloudin thesky during the Fordadministrationto be reunitedwith
,theyaresenttocoffeehell,which
thehMendslimaandgart>an20?Instead
(I
apparently is a Colby thermos bet they have goodcoffee on parent's
weekend).That'sit,I'm takingBraxtonWilliams'adviceand goingtothe
; Coffeehousefor somerelaxingreadingand a cup of coffee that not only
' awtslessthanaloadofkimdtybutthaH^
youcanhavethebestof bothworlds(if theCoffeehouseisn't open,goto

Sleep: resist an ce is futile
BY EZRA DYER
Opinions Editor

I hate mornings. This year I was careful to create a
schedule for myself that would have me going to class no
earlier than ten o'clock. My theorywas that the later my
classes started, the more awake and alert I would be. But
I've realized now that no matter how late I get up,there's
stiUgoingtobeaperiodoftiineaifterlCTawloutofbedwhen
I'm totally useless. Hopefully thiswears off before I get to
class, but not always.
One time last year my morning incoherence revealed itself in my 9:30 calculus class. I was sitting in
my usual seat,taking notes,trying to pay attention. My
first clue that something was amiss was when I noticed
that the notes I'd been taking for 20 minutes were on
statistics, not calculus. I thought this unusual, but
decided it would be rude to point out to the professor
that he was teaching the wrong subject. About halfway
through the class, my attention started to lag. At this
point the professor paused in his discussion of statistics
and asked me, "Ezra, is there someplace you'd rather
be right now?" I told him that there wasn't. Now I was
angry with the teacher for singling me out for not
paying attention. I couldn't wait for class to get over. I
turned around to look at the clock,and thankfully there
were only 15 minutes left. In the process Of turning
around to check the time, I noticed that none of the
people surrounding me werein my calculus class. And
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they allhad statisticsbooks. A realization slowly burned
its way through my morning fog. I was in the right
classroom,with the right professor, but an hour early.
My roommate's alarm had woken me up, and I'd gone
to the class before mine. And hadn't figured this out
until I'd filled two pages with statistics notes. The
added bonus was that when statistics was over,I got to
stay for another hour of calculus.
I thinkmy problemis that I really should drink coffee
every day, but I just don't like it. I paint houses in the
summer,and my co-workers quickly learned to steer clear
ofmeonwhenmeysawmewi^ coffeein themorrting.The
first time they saw me get coffee,I proceeded to pump gas
aUovermyfeetmthecoui^eoftryingtogettothenexteven
dollar mark. I thenhada fight withmy coffee,as I couldn't
figureoutthespill-proof lidonthecup.Itisnotagreatboost
to one's self-esteemto realize that on a given morning,you
can be intellectually inferior to a Styrofoam coffee cup. At
any rate,I quickly learned that my bosswould not put me
on anything higher than a step ladder if he saw me with
coffee in the morning,so I used this to my advantage when
I could.
I'm not sure why I hategettingup. Maybemy bed'stoo
comfortable. Maybe I dread the nipple-stiffening walk
down the hall to the shower. Whatever the cause,I hope I
caneventually getoverit.Someday,Imightbetliatguybut
running the three-mileloop at seven in the morning. But
until I becomethat sick, depraved individual,I'll continue
to hatemornings.And possibly,show up in your statistics
classD
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"Romeo and Juliet " comes to Portland sta ge
BY JACK COOMBER
Staff Writer

The Portland Stage Company's
production
of
William
Shakespeare's "RomeO and Juliet"
was an experience not unlike eating
wax fruit. It seemed like an inviting
production at first (despite some
bizarrequirks to be mentioned later),
but its taste and consistency were
not up to par.
The production wasveryunique.
The set was sparse, consisting of a
single catwalk which spanned the
stage. Sets of curtains and partitions
were lowered onto the stage to provide a setting for other scenes; stage
space was used economically and
ingeniously, but what happened
within that space was a different
story.
The play began with a musical
number. During the first skirmish
between the houses of Montague
and Capulet (Romeo's and Juliet's
families, respectively) , hard rock
music began playing and the actors
became engaged in a curiously cho-

reographed fight scene. The scene
wasenergeticand practiced but very
odd,making several audience membersnoticeably squirm in their seats.
Apparently trying to cash in on the
success of the recent movie version
of "Romeo and Juliet" starring
Leonardo DiCaprio and Claire
Danes, the production had its cast
members, for lack of a better
phrase,pimped out in outrageous
modern outfits. So, with tight leopard skin pants and gold chains ajingling, the play lurched into motion.
Besides the costuming, there
were also some holes in the acting.
Romeo, played by an energetic
Hamish Linklater, was the clearest
and best portrayal His star-crossed
lover Juliet (Abigail Lopez) was also
effective,as was Friar Laurence (Peter Kybart). Colby student Joshua
Scharback '98 was solid in a minor
but visible role as Sampson,servant
to Signer Capulet. Other major roles,
however, were not as well cast.
Tybalt, Juliet's cousin and the antagonist of the play,was rather weak,
as was Signor Capulet (Juliet's fa-

Sewell's' plays will be
sta ged coast to coast
BY DAN MACCARONE
A&E Editor

Thispast summerRichardSewell,
Adjunct Associate Professor of PerformingArts,receivednewsthattwo
of his plays would be produced in
three theaters throughout the country. His full-length play, "The Poef s
Notebook,"will be produced in February in Los Angeles at the Fountain
Theater, where his Japanese Dance
play "The Winter Crane" was produced two years ago. His one act,
"Antigone in Warsaw," won first
prize in two contests this summer,
was performed in Debuke, Iowa in
August,and goes up in Alexandria,
Virginia in December.
Sewell, who came to Colby in
1974 after founding the Theater at
Monmouth four years before,began
sending out between 12 -15 plays
that he had accumulated over the
years to different theaters about two
and a half years ago, after retiring
from Monmouth. The first bite he
received was from The Fountain
Theater, who read his play "The
Morone Notebook" (since changed
to "The Poef s Notebook), a story
about Robert Browning, Elizabeth
Barrett Browning and rival poet
Agnes Morone. After receiving that
good news,Sewell found out that he
had One first prize, from a competitionof l80scripts,atthe DebukeFine
Arts Players 20th Annual National
OneActPlayContestwith "Antigone
in Warsaw,"
"Two days later I got a phone call
ifrom Alexandria, Virginia, at the
Theater of Alexandria/' says Sewell,
"the play had won again... So, I've
had some luck this year." Fortunately, the guidelines of the contest
only stated that the play could not
havebeen performed before the contest came to a close/ making Sewell's
win secure. Though he will not have
a chance to seeeither production of
"Antigonein Warsaw,"hedoeshope
to catch the opening of "The Poef 8
Notebook" after his production of
"Cabaret" closes in February.
With his recent success, Sewell
hopesto finallyget an agent to help

Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky
Professor Richard Sewell
find an outlet for his work. Even if he
does not succeed in this goal, however, Sewell says that he plans on
continuing to send his scripts out. "I
enter contests as they come along. I
only wish more theaters had them."
Besides the two plays that are
being performed, Sewell has produced several of his own writings
and adaptations here at Colby. Most
recently was last year's surreal comedy "Columbus," originally written
by Michael deGhelerodebutadapted
by Sewell. In the past, though,three
plays he wrote himself were done
here; an historical piece on Maine
called "The Ruckus at Macchias," a
piece about the first man hung under
theUSConstitutioncalled "The Byrd
Plays," and "The Winter Crane,"
which was also produced at The
Fountain Theater.
In addition to his past successful
writingsand adaptations,Sewellput
pen to paper again this past summer and adapted Calderon's Spanish Renaissance classic "The Phantom Lady." Many plays from the
Spanish Golden Age have been
translated intoEnglish,but veryfew
are successful in their bridge between the two languages' rhyme
scheme, In order to make this adaptation work, therefore, Sewell had
to work with several translations as
well as his own ingenuity. "The
Phantom Lady"will be produced in
a repertory format with Tirso de
Molina's "The Last Days of Don
November 13 - 22 in
Juan," from
,
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ther).Mercutio,Romeo'sbest friend
whose murder drives Romeo himself to kill and whois the most clearly
written character of the play, was
remarkably irritating.
These actors,among others,represented the weakest feature of the
production,which was that the performances didn't lend justice to the
poetry of Shakespeare's words. It
was for this reason as well that the
hard rock dancing scenes (there
were threeor four) didn't work,and
the provocative outfits were out of
place. The only reason that
Shakespeare is stillbeingperformed
today is the virtue of the language,
and when the language isn't honored or is overshadowed by bizarre
theatrics, the play does not work.
A saving grace, however, was
that the hard rock routines were
dropped in the second act. It was
during this time that the real, intended texture of the play and the
language was permitted to shine
through allowing the experience,at
least for this playgoer , to be
Echo photo by Montine Bowen
salvaged.Q
Joshua Scharback '98 stars in the Portland Stage Company 's
production of Shakespeare 's "Romeo and Juliet. "

Open mic night turn s out talent
BY JENNY FELDMAN
Contributing Writer

Open Mic Night at the Mary
Low coffeehouse is a unique experience. Besides a lot of goofing
around,this Thursday turned out
some serious talent.
Anyone at Colby who has not
seen Matt Davis "00 perform,
needs to remedy that situation.
Davis is an amazing performer
who, this week, delighted everyone at Open Mic Night. Davis'
first song, entitled . "Kansas
Winds," was written his freshman year at Colby and is, "about
hometowns." The song is a tribute to simplicities, as Davis sings
about fly-fishing in a local creek,
the sunshine, and, true to the
tune's title, the winds. Some of
the more poignant lyrics go "our
deepest sensibilities down to our
simple souls" and the chorus:
"Out of all the things I learned
and all the thingsI know /I'll never
forget those winds/those winds
that blow me home." And Davis
did blow the audience away, if
not home, with his talent. His second song again served to highlight and celebrate our common
humanity, what Davis himself
called "a societal song" entitled,
"Overtime." The song paints a
fantastic portrait of society's often f rantic pace;Davistalks about
our "literal feeding frenzy," and
by using a catalogue of common
names, succeeds in something almost story-like with his music.
The rhythm he captures in "Overtime"is much like the stop and go
rhythm of life in a busy world,

best exemplifiedby the creativelyric
"Stop. Punctuate, This oneends with
a semi-colon;" What Davis really
seemed to be expressing with this
song was the desire that we all slow
down. "I wish everyday could feel
just like a lunch-break."
One is at once awed and befuddled watching Davis perform.
He is .at once completel y
unselfconscious, unrestrained and
yet totally self-conscious at the same
time. His performing capabilities are
enhanced evenby the way he physically presentshimself;lanky crossed
legs, no shoes, pursed lips turned
downward, eyebrows raised like a
mime's.
Davis played only one more
song, ("I have to go study o-chem
and this is an open mic") which was
about "dreams and faith in dreams."
He said that sincehewas a little boy,
he's "wanted more than ever just to
play guitar." His dreams were realized especially this summer when
he put out a CD "with a lot of good
musicians in Vermont" in a band
called Fortune Cookie. His third
song, "My Personal Seesaw"began
with a charmingly cut e "drum
solo"—Davis banging the face of
his guitar. It continues with a great
chorus: "I've been on the earth
awhile/and I've seen people rise
and fall/like tidal scheduling/ride
personal seesaws." When he had
finished, the musician stood up,
humbly, and said "Something like
that. Tharik-you." Everyone in the
coffeehouse could have listened to
him all night.
He was followed by a number
of performers, most of them not
wearing shoes, indicative of the
night'srelaxed informality. Among

the performers was Chris Davis
'99, who began with a joke, "I
thought I'd play some Jewel,"
and then played a wordless and
beautiful little piece; Kenan Cooper '99, who played four cover
songs,and who had just learned
to play guitar this past January
played in front of more people
than he'd ever played for before.
Another highlight of the night
was Will Barron '01 who performed three songs in a kilt. "The
Sad Song," was something he
wrote with a friend in high
school,which doesn't make him
feel sad, he claimed. The beginning and end to the piece were
especially melodious; Barron is
an earnest performer who is
"wierded out" by the entire act
of performing in front of a crowd
itself. He thanked the student
audience for helping him to get
better at playing for people, and
then sang Paul Simon's
"Duncan," a hi ghlight of the
night for a lot of listeners. Shaking his head and tapping hisfoot,
eyes closed, Barron seemed to
become completely immersed in
his music. He ended with something called "Flow," which he
had played for his group on
COOT. The words to "Flow"
seemed to run into each other,
just as the title suggests, and the
soft oooh aaahs carried most
There were a number of other
enjoyable artists on Thursday
night, and the goofing off was
itself enjoyable, a wonderful
study break, a mellow way to
warm up and to appreciate the
eclectic student body that populates this campus.Q
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YouTl go craz y fw
B Y JOANN HARNDEN
Copy Editor

The tireless pen of Joyce Carol
Oates has produced another piece of
emotional and imaginative truth.
Novelist; poet/ short story virtuoso,
critic, essayist and screenplay author (she's even written the libretto
for the opera of her novel Black Water), Oates neverstops.In thewakeof
the success of WeWeretheMulvaney's,
now out in paperback, she has published her twenty-seventh novel,
Man Crazy. .
Ingrid Boone has had a messed
up life> and she's not afraid to tell us
about it. That is clear from page one.
Her father, a charismatic bad boy
with a violent streak,has gone in and
mostly out of her life for as long as
she can remember. A Vietnam vet,
he can shoot anotherman as easily as
an alienin a video game. He gets into
some sort of trouble with the law
which unsettles Ingnd's nve yearold life,keeping her and her mother
on the move and him on the lam.
Ingrid recounts the years spent
with her mother Chloe,who attracts
men like flies. This is where her
mother seeks comfort, in meaning1
less one-night stands or from foolish, love-struck middle-aged men
who buy her cars and television sets.
Growing up in this environment,
Ingrid learns to see herself through
the eyes of men, and she seeks their
attention to make herself feel alive,

novel

to be someone, to be "doll-girl," the
namethe guysgive herin high school
for being so good-looking and so
willing to be played with. In Ingrid
and her mother we see two generations of beautiful and intelligent
women with no sense of self-worth>
completely dependent on men, often abusive men,to feed their emptiness: "what men seeis what we are."
Peoplewantwhattheycan'thave,
and Ingrid can't have her father. She
openly admits, "Crazy for men they
say ifs really your own daddy you
seek. I hope this is so, maybe someday I'll find him." Even when she
does see him, ifs supposed to be a
secret,hecomesandgoeslikeaghost.
From an early age she learns to read
between the lines, to take cues from
ambiguous situations, to never ask
questions. She seems caught up in
seeing "what isn't there to be seen,"
in fact at her worst times she seems
dangerously close to living exclusively in this world.Her self-destructive behavior is an attempt to pinch
herself into reality, to convince herself of her own existence; but, ironically, it only accelerates her own
downward spiral.
The plot is not a particular
strength of this novel, and the subject could easily have received a
hackneyed treatment, but the
strength of this work is a testament
to the quality of Oates' writing. She
puts us in Ingrid's place. The story
is as foggy in our minds as it is in
Ingrid's; yet we feel , as she does,

that vague, enigmatic knowledge
that this is how things must be.
Though we know from the beginning that Ingrid will end up in a
mental institution, that she will become the bizarre and self-maiming
"dog-girl" of a satanic cult, Gates'
still manages to depict Ingrid's life
in a believable and sympathizable
way. Ingrid is odd, but it is easy to
like her and very easy to understand how she gets carried off in the
undertow of her own self-depreciation.
To identify with Ingrid is to accept
our own secret oddities and the grotesqueinaUhumans.Againstthisbackdrop of physical and emotional selfmutilation (beware of some startling
images which are indeed powerful,
but not kind to the queasy reader),the
rare moments of healthy gestures of
love,espedallybetweenwomen,carry
an especially healing tone.
Though Ingrid and her mother
for most, or even all, of this novel
seem trapped in subjugation in a
world controlled by men,this novel
by no means feels like a mere vehicle for feminist or anti-feminist
agenda. This powerful and often
breathless narration draws the
reader along quickly in a fascinating psychological portrait; Oates
makes even the most hallucinatory
momentsring with truth. Oates,one
of America'smost anthologized and
award-laden living authors, continues her artistic stride with this, her
latest novel.Q
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Cherry Poppin Daddies and
SpaceGho st pr ovide
markedly different sounds
BY DENNIS D'ANGELO
Staff Writer

Throughout the early nineties,
Seattle; Washington became the
modemrockcapitalofAmerica^roducing sounds that would help to
define the sound for at least five
years to come. Washington state's
neighbor, Oregon, seemed all but

Cherry P oppin Daddies
exduded from this musical movement,which progressed to dties all
over the country. With their major
label debut album, the Eugene, Oregonband,Cherry Poppin'Daddies
has introduced us to a sound thafs
currently rising to popularity: skaswing. The "Daddies,"who formed
in 1989 and have two releases on
Space Age Bachelor Pad Records,
areemergingas somethingdifferent
from the standard ska sound of the
Mighty Mighty Bostones and the
ReelBigTish,though also not quite
asretro as the SquirrelNut Zippers.
Rather,Cherry PoppinDaddiesare,
for thoise who can movebeyond the
admittedly brass name, a big band
swing sound that achieved originality and rhythm throughout.
The title track, "Zoot Suit Riot,"
sounds remarkably like a big band
throwback with heavy influences
from swing days and light influencesfrom anything directly linked
to ska. The lyrics of this song and,
indeed,throughouttheentirealbum/
consistofparty-anthemtypethemes,
with the central tenet of each song
either encouraging the listener to
cast off all restrictions and come to
party or, come to bed. The album
doeshaveitsshareofromance-laden
songS/ thougheventhesecomeacross
in big band tones, with "When I
Change Your Mind" being perhaps
the most intimate track on the album, promising "Everything's
gonna be nice and sweet/ When I
sweep you off your feet/ You won't
think I'm such a creep/ When I
change your mind."
, Themajorityofthealpumiscpmposed ; of strong trumpeting and
stronger drumming. Vocalist Steve
Perry (no relation to the Aerosmith
lead guitarist) keeps the movement
of eflch piece fluid, staying strong
and maintaininga smooth delivery
that harkens.back to the best days of

thebigbandera. Itwouldn'tbeaccurate to describe Zoot Suit. Riot as a
retro act, but rather as a verydifferent sound thatcomesout of boththe
old big band sound and contemporary ska. CherryPoppin Daddies is
music intended to make you feel
good, to get your feet moving,and
for the most part it does just that.
Markedly uniquein an entirely
different sense is Kid Rhino's (a
children's subdivision of the larger
Rhino Record company) latest release, the Cartoon Network^ Space
Ghost's Musical Bar-B-Que. Bizarre,
amusing, and at times just plain
strange,this collection is comprised
of thirty-eight of our favorite CartoonPlanetmornents,completewith
BrakandZoraksingingsomeoftheir
favorite tunes, including "I Love
Beans " and "Put Youf Sox on
Mama." Clearly, this is not mood
music, unless the mood you're goingforindudeshazyrecollectionsof
the Hanna-Barbara cartoon hour
from six to seven every Saturday
morning.
The album indudes a number of
comedicsnippets,indudingZoralc's

SpaceGhost
"NuggetsofJoy"andBrak's"School
Daze: Trust a Monkey?" Thesemoments havethe rarequalityof making no sense while at the sametime
communicatingan important message,namelythatRhinorecordswill
produceanyt__bg.Rhino,whichhas
recently reissuedthe near complete
works of Tom Lehrer and has a
major hit with Dr. Demento's 20th
Anniversarycollection, has clearly
gone over the line with this CD.
. Noveltysongs have suffered in
the last few years, espedally with
the market losses that Weird Al
Yankovic has suffered, as well as
the shrinking radio audience of
Dr. Demento. This collection is
encouraging simply because it
was made, although the songs
grow tiresome quickly, and the
bits of dialogue throughoutrarely
form the kind of cohesion needed
for a funny ipoinettf. Nonetheless,
Space Ghoshs . ^hiBfcal, BntrB-Que
doesn't lie when it promises 25
"hickory-smoked harmonies,"and
the classicnoveltysongaffidonado
will appreciate the copious nature
of the album, as well as some of the
ingenuity.Q
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Revealin g "Full Mont y" bares all
BYBILL GIENAPP
Contributing Writer

If there is one thing that there has
been a dearth of in the cinema this
yearithasbeen good comedies,which
thus far haveconsisted mainly of tire1
some family fare. That trend changes
in a big way with "The Full Monty,"
a hilarious British flick whichcaneasily be called the funniest film of the
year.
Theplotcentersaround sixunemployed British steel workers who
hatch a plan to put on their own
stripshowafterwitnessingthefemale
reaction to a Chippendale troupe that
passes through town.After films such
as "Showgirls," "Striptease," and
"The People Vs Larry Flynt," it may
seem that stripping has become
a re¦
dundant subject , but "The Full
Monty" feels fresh and original
throughout its entire duration. This is
because the film is less about sleaze
than it is about males stepping up to
prove themselves in the face of personal shortcomings and female derision.
One reason the movie works so

well is thatitfeaturesoneof the year's
best ensemble casts,a motley crew of
characters who all have parts that
they play extremely well.The leader
of the group is the incorrigible and
irresponsibleGaz (RobertCarlyle,best
known as the ultra-violent buffoon,
Begbie, in 'Trainspotting'') who is
constantly hatching moneymaking
schemes, much to the chagrin of his
young son Nathan (William Snape).
Gaz's best friend is lovable Dave
(Mark Addy),who is goingthrougha
self-confidence crisis because of his
problems with flab and impotency.
The dance choreographer is the stern,
serious Gerald (Tom Wilkinson), the
former steel foreman who has been
pretending to go to work for the last
six months because he can't face his
credit card obsessed wife. The act is
rounded outby gawky Lomper(Steve
Huison), who has a pigebn chest,
Horse (Paul Barber),who is well over
fifty but can still do the "fun ky
chicken,"and unabashed Guy (Hugo
Speer), who likens himself to James
Stewart and promptly falls on his
head when trying to run up the wall.
The six actors have wonderful group
chemistry andhavenoproblemsplay-

ing off one another.
The comedy is so effective because it is often broad without going
overboard. Gaz does a sample strip
to "You Sexy Thing" and goes into a
coughing fit when he tries to pull his
shirt off when he still has a cigarette
in his mouth. He also sends change
flying everywhere when he whirls
his jacket over his head. A scene like
this could easily have gone over the
top, but it is played at just the right
pitch. Furthermore, the comedy is
interchanged with seriousmoments,
which make it all the more effective.
Dave is shown in several tender
scenes with his wife, struggling to
deal with his problems of self-image.
Whenever Gerald is with his wife,
the viewer can see the battlebetween
pride and shame going on inside
him. And Gaz is desperate to do the
strip show so he can get enough
money to make his child support
payments and continue to see his
son. The point is that the group is a
bunch of blokes, but they are still a
likable bunch of blokes,which makes
them endearing to the audience.
Carlyle is intensely charismatic
and appealing as the lead, in a role
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Hundwte ot sui *rt> K-12 AmeitearVlm'l
scfwote sotk outstanding colleg e seniors
or recent gmduttos to fltt taaehtaaw
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ThMW school *ctawrty resemble ten K-12
U.S. public <x private schools high
;
standards, eager fttuden te, sup portive parents .
Each year Search Asaotiabs places over
SOO candkfatee. THERE will m= a ONE
HOUR WORKSHOP, followed by « questkWantwerand Interview start-up session
(2 1/2 hrs. total ) at the Hyatt Regency
Hotel In CambrWoe, MA on Sat, 15
November at 10 e.m. SHARP. Interview *
wll take place on days and eveningsoMS
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that is a full 180 degreesfrom the one
heplayed in 'Trainspotting.''Already
wildly popular in Britain/ he should
soon become a star in the US.
Wilkinson is also tremendous as
Gerald, mainly because he can look
dead serious in the face of absurdity.
As he leads a tehearsal. he barks out
"Now the belt, two, three, four,"and
whips hisbeltoff justto smackGuyin
the face withit. He urges everyoneto
keep going even as they bang into
each other as they try to removetheir
shoes. Mark Addy is very strong as
Dave,the character who is least comfortablewith strippingandisthemost
redeemed at the end. Paul Barber,
Hugo Speer, and Steve Huison are
given less meaty parts but they still
contribute effectively in supporting
roles.
This year has had a few funny
films. "Chasing Amy" had hilarious
moments and "Austin Powers" was
a good slapstick movie, but none
have been as well rounded and effectiveas "The Full Monty."Itisamovie
about men proving their manhood
in the face of feelings of inadequacy
brought on by unemployment. They
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#1 CAMPUS FUNDRAISER Raise all the
money your group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not call for
Information today. Call 1-800-323-8454 x
'
Q5
SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, Corvettes.
Also Jeeps,4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 EXT,A-10854for current
listings.

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!!
Abso|ute Best SPRING BREAK Packages
available!! INDIVIDUALS, student ORGANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS wanted!!
Ca„ jntER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS at 1800-327-6013 or http://www.lcpt.com
_„_ _. - „.«* Hft nn
FREE '-SHIRT
Card
* ^ o
+$1000 Credit

fundraisers for fraternities, sororities &
9rouPs- AnY Campus organization can
raise up to $1000iby eamjnga whopping
$5.Q0A/ISA application Call 1.800-9320528 ext 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT,
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•Off premise Catering • Rehearsal Dinners
• Banquets to SO • Reservations Accepted
260 Madison Avenue
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szechuan &

Hunan Legends

Hunan Cuisine
41 Temple Street
Waterville • 877-7644
10% Student Discount w/ID. Dine-In only Sun-Thurs.

y±
:V\

^

Free Delivery

x (^i\ ^n
($10.00 Minimum) X^V^ ^
Chinese Food
n^^sv I-¦
With an Attitude '^/^^C
Mon . - Thu.ll a.m.-9p.m.

Fri.- Sat. 11 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m. - 8 p.m .

CLASSIFffiD ADVERTISING

*** EARN FREE TRIPS & CASH ***
CLASS TRAVEL needs students to promote
Spring Break 1998! Sell 15 trips & travel
free! Highly motivated students can earn
^ a free trip & over $10,000! Choose
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or,
Florida! North America's largest student tour
operator! Call Now! 1-800-838-6411

¦'A
y ^m^

Help us Fight Flat Food
Break the Pizza Habit

iVl
t ^a#
^
^^^
^^. 130 Drummond Avenue
f f f^ ^ W^M ^H
^^
metric MbtOr S, Iri C A Waterville, ME 04901

AGENTS • NO EXPERIENCE
Company Expanding - $12-18 hr. + Bonuses. Send SASE for Details to:
International
1375 Coney Island Ave., Ste. 427
Brooklyn, NY 11230

mayappearinosmpetentastheybumble
,buttheirhearts are
through rehearsals
in it and they are unabashed about trying, so their exploits are all the more
humorous and all the moreenjoyable
,
Thehumorisalwaysamiableanddever
andneverbeGomescrude.Alwayslighthearted and never preachy,"The Full
Monty"bares it all, resulting in superb
comedy!Q
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CREATIVE SOUNPS

54 FRONTSTREET
WAT&VILLE 67*6537
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,
tapedecks,speaken
, TVs, VCR%
15 £« *
¦
caraudtoandaccessories.
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slock$3.00, tapes$1.00

BUSINESS

We anyourstereoheadquarters
InstantfinancingA professtonal
lnstatattonava^

SONY*BOSE *JBL *HK 'PIONEER'KICKER
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16 oz. bottles

Coors Light
. . ;,Vv . was $22^
16 oz. wide-mouth bottles j ^Q^y$14^

Keystone Dry
12-pack cans
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nize a small group and
trave^S,
FREE!^"
High~ •en Sun .-Wed. until 9 p.m Thurs. until
est commissions and lowest prices guarM
anteed. Call Surf & Sun Toursto become a
p.m., Fri , & Sat. until midnight
campus representative (800) 574-7577
We now have the largest selection of domestic and
www.surfandsuntours.com
•
import beers in Central Maine
E 1 0

was $2_^

Seagrams
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Bachelder's Tavern

Fine Dining & Lodgingin-an Elegant CountrySetting

International Cuisine &
Extens ive Wine List
Menu Features:
Beef • Chicken ¦* Lamb • Seafood
• Vegetarian • Game Entrees
1808 Bed & Breakfast Furnished
in Antiques ~ Private Baths
Fall Dining Hours: Wed-Sun 5PM-9PM
's Welcomes Privateor
Bachewer
BusinessFunchons
For Lunch
or Dinner

For Directions, Information or
Reservations Call: 268-2572

Located on Rt. 126 Litchfield, ME
(6 Miles West of Exit 28,1-95)

Attire: Casual to Formal

GOLF, continued from pag e 16

he said while the team will be strong,
they will definitely miss some graduating golfers. '1definately know that
we are going to miss Williams next
year.Hewasa good leader and a great
guy to have on the fairway. We will
,who
alsomisstheskilledgameofTate
will be spending the year abroad next
year. However, Bixby exploded onto
the scenethis year,and thesky maybe
the limit for him and us next year."
Theteamwillmostlikelylookback
upon this year and remember their
strong showing;against Univeristy of
Maine Farmington, where the Mules
staved off a laterally and heldon for
the tournamentchampionship.However, Williams also noted that the
Mules claimed first place in their own
tournamentthree years in a row. "We
lovethe SidFart tournament.Hewas

the old coach here, and it means a lot
forustowin.Ihavebeenlucky enough
to have won this tournament three
years in a row here, and this year's
showing was veryspecial to me."
CTConhellthinly that whilethey
will miss someplayers,thereispotential for a great season next year. "I
thinkthat the way that this team came
together this year was very special. I
hope that we can carry over that feeling of teamwork and sportsmanship
and bring along our consistentgames
day in and day out. We finished in the
top half of the pack almost all year, so
we can improve, and we will with
hard work and dedication."
C^e thing isfor certain,the Mules
hadalotpffunthisseason,ahdwalked
away with two tournament championships and their headsheldhighD

( Sign Up For Flag Football This Week '>
Team roster sheets can be picked up in the
Student Activities Office.
Rosters must be returned to the Student
Activities Office by 4:30 on Friday,Oct. 10, 1997.

Referees needed.
Contac t Paul Conway x4610 or Andy McCulloug h x4658.
Congratulations to DougOtie and James Mason, cx>chanhons of
Coijby Open and winners of presti giousMule Cup. ,
c the 2nd annual
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Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky

Farrell Burns '98

Finishing second overall Saturday at the MIT Invitational at Franklin
Park, Farrell set the tone for the cross country team. While the team
finished 10th out of a field of 17, Burns was impressive to say the least.

v . Nate Bradl ^^ >9

Bradley found hi^^^^^Satufday, passing for 200 yards and two
touchdown passes. He alippunted an 81yard punt to put Wesleyan in
tough field position. OiJ§|e day, he was 18-36.

Jane Stevens '01

Continuing her domination in the net , Ste\ ens piled up 19 saves
againstbothWiUiam-andTnmtyduii^^
She stopped90^ o£ the combined shots on goal.

Kirsten Stoller '99

weekend,
Stoller stepped up when the volleyballtcamneeded
to it Lister
helpingthe women win ftvo ot four games^ruute thesilv bracket.
Stoller amounted 22 kills, 32 digs, and 2 blocks on the w eekend.

Chris Fleming '99

Fleming has b^nyscor|pftgoals when the men's soccelteam really
thethe
needed th
c scored
lead and
'
eventually tlPtfin.SatarSWf,a^KKUf SKt^p g
Mules'
only goal of the game, which keptlnlm in it until double overtime.

^^ ^%i^^iCj&& ^

VOLLEYBALL, continued fro mpage 16

to take home first place in the silver
bracket. However, standing in their
path was the host and arch rival
Bates College.
Batesproved up to thechallengein
defendingtheirturf.TheBobcats
established momentum from the opening
serve and never looked back,quellinga
tired Colby squad in straightgames.
"We suffered an emotional letdownagainst_Jates,noquestionabout
it," said Bates. "Our passing broke
down, and our defense was not as
sharp as usual"

F Gcfyr 's
RESTAU RANT

Central Maine 's Finest

Exit 30B off 1-95
5 miles West on rte, _^BB^

202, Turn Left at <^ ^B^ |L.
Winthro p Mineral JK ^^ BL
^
^

*^^WBH^*

Reservations Suggested
W^D/
.vy:.::v "iPy207 395-2204

'

The Mules finished a respectable
second in their division,earning a 2^2
split for the weekend. Bates led tive:^
Mulesfor the tournament,rackingup
50 kills to go with 91 digs. Missy |
Fiebelkorn '00 stood out with;^9 a^|
sists over the four matches, while cc*captainRandiMartin'99playedabrilliant individual match against
Bmghamton,compilmgl7killsandl3 <
digs.
J
"The Bates match was tough, but
overallthistournamentwasverygood
for us/' said Bates,
"We played well defensively, but
the offense needs to improve/' said
coach Candice Parent.
Colby wa s out for pr ide and payback on Wednesday when the Mules
returned toLewiston to play Bates. At
the time this story was written,Colby
was still priming for the chance at
redemption.
"We 'll be looking forward for a
second chance against Bates.Monday
and Tuesday willbe two good days of
practice. We'll be ready th is time,"
said BatesO

Women 's cross countr y finishes
10th at MIT invitationa l
__—,—.
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BY MATT APUZZO

Dismal 0-2 weekend
for field hockey team

^ ^

^
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spots in a game completely domi-

BY REBECCA SCHECHTEE nated b y Williams. Williams

Sports Editor

Staff Writer

In what was hyped as this year's

"mini-nationals," the Colby 's
Women'sCrossCountryteamfinisned
tenth in a field of seventeen strong
teams competing at MIT last Saturday.This race wasanimportant learning experience for the squad,for if the
team qualifies for this year's NCAA
race,theywill find themselves back at
MIT's Franklin Park at the end of the
fall.
Although the team finished in the
lower half ofthefield,Colbysawsome
impiessiverunningoutofFarrellBurns
'98. Burns finished second place overall.Hertimeof 18:30wasonly fourteen
seconds behind the race's top finisher
Tara Wartman of Moravian College,
who posted a time of 18:16. AlsomakingstrongfinishesforColbywereBeth
Haeussler '00, who finished the day
with a time of 19:54 and a 49th overall
finish, and co-captain Christine
Kennedy '98, who came in just a hair
behind Heaussler at 19:55 and a 50th
overall standing.
Head Coach Deb Aitken spoke
candidly about the team's performance:"[thefinish] wasnot as good as
we wanted it to be, but we'll take it."
For a team with pre-season hopes of
competing in NCAAs, taking what
they can get is not the attitude they
want to be adopting however.
"Right now, and that is speaking
only about the team at this moment, I
don't know how legitimately we can
look at a national spot until we can be
placing a runner at least in the nineteenth spot," said Aitken, referring to
the absence of Colby runners finishing

Echo photo by Melanie Guryansky
Vlof nen 's cross country looks to "step up " as the season
rounds out.
strongbehindBurns."We'vedefinitely Williams hasalockonthenumber one
gotriinnerscapableofbeingourstrong spot, with Middlebury and Brandeis
second and third place finishers. Ifs rounding out the top three. Competjust a matter of them stepping it up." ing for the fourth spot and looking to
Ready to "step it up" are Amy break into the qualifiers 'are Bowdoin,
Montemerlo '99andI_ orieRoberts '99, Amherst, and Bates. Colby's perforas well as this race's two and three mance thus far jputs them in contenfinishers Kennedy and Haeussler.But tion for a possible 6-8 finish, although
theobviousleaderoftheteamisBurns, Aitkenthinks that thereis a possibility
who is running magnificently. How- of placinghigher if the teamimproves.
However,there is plenty of reason
ever, her focus from the beginning of
the year was to make this season a for confidence,as this squad is young
'team efforf.Aitken would like to see and building. Underclassmen such as
more of that as well, "Making nation- MedoraLytle'OOaresteppinguptheir
als is always a goal; But ifs going to pace,and thisbodes wellforthefuture
mean us placing at least five,if not all of the team.
This Saturday, the squad travelsto
seven of our top seven runners in the
mid to low 19 or 20 finishers. We can the USM for the State Meet. The team
to beat is Bowdoin,,followed byBates
do it,but we're not there yet."
Only the top three teams from the and USM. Every runner from Colby
divisionwiUbemakingthetripbackto will need to perform wellif they areto
FranklinParkfor nationals.Rightnow, break into that tough packO

c S Wicked Tattoos
^
208 Main St. • Waterville
861-8303

Central Maine's Finest In

Modern Tattooing.
Mike Specializes
inElackWrk
Clean, Sterile, Bright
Colors, Fine Line TVible,
New Age,Traditional.

J0 -

^mSwS^ 872-7322
w^^^m ^^20Common Street, Waterville
across from City Hall
|J
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Wato Saf at

Students:

$10 Cuts & Style
with your Colby LP.

• paddles • safety equipment
• jackets • kayak • canoes

BOGRAPtCANOE
and KAYAK ^_^

ROUTE 27 NORTH

Thursday Night

Jam ni ght with P aul
Colle ge Ni ght!!! Come
Jose ph & the House Band P art y with DJ E. Rock.
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Maytag Superwas h Laundry.

(
\^

Shaw's Plaza, Waterville

"J USt Uk6 Home"
Quiet place to study.
$.25 off each wash with your Colby ID
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DrinkSp ecials:
ALL 16oz. Micros & Imports $2.00
$1.00 16oz. Red Dog Draft
$2.00 Jagermeister Shots

DrinkSp ecials:
$1.00 16oz. Red Dog Draft
$2.50 Samuel Adams Draft
$2.00 Jagermeister Shots

Football (0-3): Colby 13, Wesleyan 20
Women's Soccer (4-3): Colby 1, Trinity 0
Men's Soccer(3-3): Colby 1,Clark 2
Women's XC: 10th out of 17 teams ® MIT
Field Hockey (3-4): Colby 1, Williams 3; Colby 1, Trinity 4
Women's Volleyabll (10-10):Colby 1, SUNY Binghamton 3;
Colby 3, ECSU 1;Colby 3, Bridgewater State 0; Colby 0, Bates 3
Women's Rugby (1-1): Colby 22, UMO 0
Men's Rugby (2-0): Colby 22, Bates 17
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"Welcome Back Colby Students '*

Tuesday Night

White Mule Roundup

BELGRADE • 495-2005 Ato SSP
LayawaysAvailablefor
vE___Pln_iU
Christmas, Birthdays &
¦ '^^E[______P
Spring '98, etc.
^Wr m ^^ ST¦ '

the SPOTTE D DOG TAVERN

*

The field hockey's long, hard
road trip was not a success. Unable
to rebound from their tough loss to
Connecticut College on September
27th,theMules dropped to 3-4,falling to Williams and Trinity this
past weekend.
The team left Colby on Thursday evening and traveled to Williams for their Friday game.
"Wejustweren'treadytoplay/'
said Co-captain Betsy Metcalfe '98.
Williams took advantage of
Colby's flatness and jumped ahead
2-0 in the first half. The Mules sluggish play continued into the second
half as Williams scored again. Katie
Taylor '98 ended the threat of a
shutout and scored Colby's only
goal of the game, on an assist from
Metcalfe, with 7:08 remaining.
Shutout or no, Williams won the
game, 3-1.
Taylor's goal and the play of
goalkeeper Jane Stevens '01, who
had 19 saves, were the lone bright

outshot the Mules 16-3 and had 25
penalty corners to Colby's two.
The team then hopped on the
bus and drove to Trinity College.
In Saturday's game, Trinity
came out strong and scored three
times in the first half to take a 3-0
lead. Trinity's goals were mostly
scored off of defensive mistakes by
the Mules. The team ''didn't pressure the Trinity defense enough
and got caught with the ball in
defensive end," said Metcalfe. "It
was like a ping pong game."
The team got tougher in the
second half, holding Trinity to one
more goal. Jessie Davis '00 scored
late as Colby was again saved from
a shutout, but the final still had
Trinity coming out on top, 4-1.
"We played a little better [than
in the Williams game]," continued
Metcalfe. "But we couldn't put everything together."
The Mules hope to put everything together as they return from
the road for Saturday's game
against Hartwick at home.Q
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Women 's tennis read y
to finish '97 season
with stron g showin g
BY MATTHEW WHITE
Contributing Writer

After a disappointing defeat
at the hands of Amherst last Saturday, the Colby women's tennis
team traveled to Wellesley over
the weekend to play in the ITA
Rolex Regional Championship.
After sweeping the tournament
last year/the Mules were hoping
for a repeat performance. Despite
solid overall play, Colby was unable to duplicate its success of a
year ago as nemesis Amherst once
again emerged victorious.
Despite the loss, coach Erica
Silbersher remained upbeat. She
especially sounded optimistic in
regards to some of her younger
players. "This was a very good tournament experience for Yoki Kodera
'01 and Jenny O'Donnell '00 (#3
and #4 singles/ respectively) because they had never played in a
collegiate tournament before."
Silbersher was also very impressed with Sarah Sweeney '00
and Amy Sokotch '00. Sweeney
reached the finals of the singles
consolation tournament and
paired brilliantly with Sokotch in

doubles before they eventually
lost in the third round.
"Amy is a very tough doubles
player and they both played nicely
together. Sarah has really grown
as a player and played fantastically throug hout the tournament," said Silbersher.
Ace Jessie Anderson '98 also
played well before falling to the
#1 singles player from Amherst
in the quarterfinals. She teamed
with Lisa Mark '01 in doubles and
the two played brilliantly together
before succumbing to the eventual champions from Amherst, 36,6-0,4-6. Although disappointed
in her play, Anderson had plenty
of praise for her teammates.
"Sarah played the best I've
ever seen her play and this tournament was a great learning experience for some of the others
who had never played in this type
of atmosphere before ," said
Anderson.
The Mules will travel to
Bowdoin in two weeks for their
f inal dual match of the season and
then gear up for New England's
the following week. It seems as
though the team might be gelling
at just the right time.Q

COSTA
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Coac hing is Sports Iiriortalit y
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

Remember the feeling of being
inLittle League,and watchingyour
first homerun sail over the fence?
Orhowyoufeltthetimeyouscored
the winning goal, or won the big
race? Or simply played a sport,and
rejoiced in the thrill of victory? For
many, the quest for these feelings
took them through high school on
various sports teams, and eventually found them here on Mayflower
Hill. Boy, it sure feels great to hit,
score, and win here at Colby,
doesn't it? But imagine for a moment that you never felt that buzz
that you got off of your first great
slapshot,orthefirsttimeyouserved
an ace. Would you still be here,
practicing and playing in college?
Unfortunately, many children
will never realize the beauty of a
falling three pointer, or appreciate
the elegance of a perfect rolldodge,
or even the experience simple enjoyment of being on a team, and
having a great time.
One reason for these tragedies
isalackof dedicated,caringcoaches
willing to make a difference in a
child's life. Every athlete remembers the feeling of playing for the
team in which the coaching phi-

Th* Organisation for Trop ital Studios m pwtn«r $Wp With
: _>uic«Ui.iv «rtity offers a fi*l<£armrtt«dl »**n»*rer abreaci program
in tra pkat ecolog y and latin American cultu re. Student s earn 16 credit
hour* in biology, environmental scfonce , and Spanish language & *uH«re<

BY KEVIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor

Credit* may hv tronshrradl f rom Dvk«.

I want to take a good hard look
at exactly what it takes to graduate
from Colby. Specifically, let's have
a gander at the list of distribution
For brochure ond appli cation mate rial*, contact
requirements each student must
Organization for Tropica ) Studies , Duke <Unw»r«(ty
Box «0*33, Durham NC 27708-0433
fulfill. We need a literature, an EnTel: {919) <ia4.5774;E-fnoil ; <noo« <Kpu b.-ok«.#du>
glish composition and a foreign lanhttp: //wwv.oti.duke.edui
guage. We must take a lab, a math
Application deodlinir for 1998 Spring wimed «r h October \ $, \ 997.
arid a social science. We also must
complete an art, a history and a
__M________________ t_______________________________ ^^
"diversity." And then, of course,
we've got that wellness thing to take
care of.
Wellness is not strange in and of
the fact that it is a requirement to
graduate from Colby. It is certainly
beneficial. What is strange, however—and what I assert as extremely
problematic—is the way in which it
r^^
4 Drummond Ave., Waterville
must be fulfilled.
You need four credits or "units"
J .I I LUBE, OIL , AND FILTER SPECIAL
(it does not actually count towards
-7;
. • academic credit) of wellness to ful7 ;;^^
fill the requirement. Playing a var; ? Check and top off fluid levels
sity sport, or multiple varsity sports
Ch 1 O Y~\ __T
for that matter, only takes care of
? Adjust air pressure in tires
V . y J . ^ e> ^ eJ
two of them.That means that,if you
7* Free suspension and exhaust checkover
are an athlete, you must find a way
? Please call for an appointment
7T to obtain two more wellness units if
you want to receive thai: Certificate
of acad.mic accomplishment on
10$ MSCOUNT ON ALL MECHANICAL REPAIRS
time.
FOR ALLSTUDENTS AND FACULTY¦(ED. PRESENT)!
there, are a number of way_i to
; ' '^ Ace Tire is family owned and has been
go about the endeavor all athletes
:'
doing busin ess in Waterv ille for over 40 years
here at Colby nuast uptake iri order
to satisfy this relatively diminutive
7i ? We employ ''A.S.E." certified technicians
yet highly ef fectual ,headaphe-caus* htfttdfon biology « cultural Immersion * fteld fri p*
• independent j»r»| *tt» * remote field *lie»
? research • exotic wildlife
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You need only take
with you th e love for
your sport , and the
lessons that you have
learned from it.
most wonderful experiences of your
life. You still remember him or her,
don't you? You haven't forgotten
that one piece of advice that you took
to heart and that made you a better
player. Talk about making a difference. That coach has nearly achieved
immortality simply by being there
for those crucial night games and
end of the year pizza parties.
If that sounds like a good deal,
then why not become a coach? There

are plenty of teams in your home
town that want summer coaches
Even here in Waterville you can cer
tainly find a team to coach, or jus
help out with. The rewards are end
less. You have a remarkable oppor
tunity to instill in a child importan
life attributes such as self-esteem
camaraderie, pride, and fair play. I
you're saying to yourself "Woah
Sounds like way too much responsi
bility for me," just wait a minute
Think back to the coach that gave
you a chance. The one coach that pu
you in for more than the minimuir
time in order to show what you had
You can be that coach; ifs that easy
You need only to take with you the
love for your sport, and the lesson,
that you have learned from it. The
rest falls into place quickly.
Sure, ifs a daunting feeling th<
first time you step out onto the fielc
and you have twenty sets of young
eyes ogling you,but it is also exhila
rating. If you think scoring a goal ii
fun, just wait until you teach a chile
to score a goal. Now that is exciting
If you simply can't find the timetc
coach,it is understandable. But keej
the thought iri the back of your mind
For someday, you may run across th<
opportunity to give one of the great
est gifts possible to a group of children that will never forget it. If yon
don't, "Coach Dan"just might. ?

Varsit y athletes are alread y "Well

Study Paradis * this Spring
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losophy of "CoachDan"was 'getthe
ball to Dan Jr.' It wasn't very fun.
Some of us even have the extreme
misfortune of having been on a team
with a simply horrible coach trying
to relive his glory days vicariously
through the team. This didn't make
sports fun at all, and it may have
even driven some of you from participating.
Now remember that one wonderful coach who made practices,
garnes,and simply participating,the
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MAINE-LY DAY TRIPS
IBPoeeenpor ven for hire ¦B73-706S

Going to the Hartford , CT
area Friday , Oct. 10th. $50
,:«

. ; Your Plan, Our Vjanlj ;

'..'.. fonn vnur owh 'omun or Inln ana of.durs.

ing pest of the curiculum. For example, you can join a club sport to
demonstrate just how "well" you
are. After sliding out of bed around
noon on Saturday, you can stagger
down to the rugby oval and run
around in a groggy daze for two
hours to earn that extra credit. Of
course, your head might feel like
the size of Lovejoy and your sweat
could be bottled as home brew, but
to Colby, you certainly are "well"
enough to deserve reward for your
efforts,
One could also interrupt his otherwiseidle schedule to make it down
to the gym twice a week for a semes-

Wrem ^ef i
Tteld
ter to^afapolve any further commitment to wellness. I know for many
people making it to the weight room
twice a week asks a lot in terms of
time and physical activity,especially

when most of us would rather be

typing otit papers and problem sets.
So perhaps it serves as a motivation
to know that most varsity athletes
Work out up to five times a week in
the off-season to prepare for when
they are actually playing. Those
people could be suffering through a
depleting set of squats months bevy, .' ¦. ' . , ! ¦ .. ' ¦ ". ¦¦• ', .

fore the first practice, or throwing
up on the track in the hot sun of July,
but to Colby, they don't meet the
standards that an "in-and-out a
couple of times a week type" does.
There is another way to earn
wellness credit: by participating in
wellness seminars.These are classes
that are devoted to educating student s on how to achieve healthy,
productive lifesty les. Of the topics
that the 1997-1998 Colby Cat alogue
says may be discussed in a wellness
seminar , one is "handling timestress management." Ironicall y,
wellness seminars usually take place
at 8pm on a week night. If you are an
athlete in season,this gives you time
to rush from pract ice to dinner and
then to a one hour seminar that cuts
perfectly into your only study time.
And all you need to do is blitz
through th is silly ritual eight frustrat ing times to obtain two units of
wellness.
The point is this: varsity athletes
devote themselves to' a year-round!
commitment to their sport(s)just to
stay competitive. People who play a
varsity sport learn as much about
things such as dedication, building
enduring relationships, and maintaining ph ysical, mental, spiritual
arid emotional well-being as any of
the other,wellness categories.There

needs to be a greater weight given
to play ing a varsity sport to fulfill

the wellness' requirement. The principles behind wellness are certainly
well-conceived; the way in which
wellness must be satisfied is not.Q
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Women's volleyball at Bate s Invitational
BY KEVIN THURSTON
Asst. Sports Editor

Going into last weekend's sixteen-team tournament
at the Bates Invitational, the Colby women's volleyball
team had demonstrated their adaptation of the oft-used
cliche "you win some, and you lose some." Before last
Friday,the Mules werea squad with an even number of
wins and losses,looking to crack the .500 mark. But,true
to form so far this season, Colby earned a split over four
matches in Lewiston,bringing their overall record to 1010.
The Mules played just one match on Friday evening
to open up tiietournament,taking on SUNY Binghamton.
In what was a hard-fought and very well-played match,
Colby eventually fell to their opponent in four games, 9-

15, 15-13,10-15, 15-17.
"The match against Bridgewater was a long, tough
match for us," said co-captain Jackie Bates '98. "We
looked good, we had a bunch of side-outs,but they just
outlasted us."
On Saturday, Colby started over fresh and defeated
a favored Bridgewater State team in their first match of
the day in three straight games. The strong performance
injected the team with confidence, which carried over
into the next match versus Western Connecticut. The
Mules maintained their intense style of play against the
Colonials, methodically defeating them 16-14,15-13,1315, 15-13.
The team really played well overall in the middle
matches. We really were consistent," said Bates.
Echo file p hoto
Standing at 2-l for the Invitational,Colby was poised
See VOLLEYBALLon page 13
Women's volleyball took 2 of 4 games at the Bates Invitational.

Men 's ru gby beats Bates in nailbiter
BY MATT APUZZO
Sports Editor

Echo photo by J en n Blume

Men and women's crew places 7th and 15th, respectively.

Colby crew starts stron g
BY JESSIE DAVIS
Contributing Writer

The Colby Crew team opened
their season well this past weekend
at the Textile Regatta in Lowell,
Massachusetts. The debut was a
positive one for the team as all the
boats entered for Colby raced
strongly against many competitive
opponents. Teams from all over
New England showed up on the
watery Sunday, and Colby came
out hard, setting a quick and steady
pace for the rest of the season.
The men had especially good
results, finishing 7th out of 21 in the
four-man race and clinching the 6th
and 9th places out of the 20 spots in
the eight-man race. Coach Mark
Davis referred to both races as "outst an di ng per f ormances" f or th e
Colby men.About their results,captain Stuart Willson '98said that they
were pleased with the performance.
Heexplained that ''most other crew
teams race a varsity and a junior
varisty team where the varsity is
comprised of the eight fastest men."
In contrast, Colby races two boats
which are virtually equal in strength
and speed. Willson pointed out that
this makes their practices more intense and competitive/ adding, "I
feel good with how we placed
against these boats. I'm pretty confident that if we had raced our fastest boat we would have placed in
the top three and perhaps won."

The Colby eight-women Varsity
team placed 15th out of 25 overall
spots. The four-women team came
in 17th out of 27 places. The Colby
rowers were happy with the outcome, as was Coach Davis. Captain
Courtney Ilgenfritz '00 offered a
determined and positive outlook for
the Colby women rowers. She
stated,"Werowed welland arelooking forward to moving up on the
teams that beat us in the next few
weeks."
Both the men and women are
optimistic for the New Hampshire
Championships in Manchester this
Saturday. When asked about the
upcoming races, Ilgenfritz responded, "The program is building
at a rapid pace and should continue
to grow."
Coach Davis agrees, "Everyone
was happy coming off the water
Sunday but we realize there is still a
lot of work to be done to get faster."
Next weekend a large number of
novice rowers will join t he Varsity
teams in Manchester. Novice coach
Peter Steenat ra is pleased with how
his former- rowers are doing this
year for the varsity and looks forward to coaching the present novice
team in competition on Saturday.
The high numbers and dedicated
rowers, can only mean great things
for the program's future, the pace
set for Colby Crew looks to be a fast
one,and one that will likely quicken
as more young rowers climb on
board.Q

After last week's trouncing of
UMO, the men's Rugby team was
glad to be back home last weekend to play host to a northeastern
powerhouse and in state rival
Bates College. Last year, Bates finished first in their division,which
meant that they had the hragging
rights coming to Mayflower Hill,
as the Bobcats kept the Mules out
of the national tournament last
fall.
But the only thing that the
Bates team would leave with
would be dirty clothes, headaches, and bruised bodies, as the
Colby team won the game 22-17.
The game opened up very
tough, as the ball moved back
and forth over the field, neither
team striking an offensive blow.
But it was Colby that would strike
first, as Dave Burke '99 "blocked a
Bates kick deep in Bobcat territory that was recovered by cocaptain Keith Phifer '99 for a quick
try. Doug Jocelyn '98 converted
the try to make the score7-0Colby.

Shortly thereafter , Jocelyn
booted a kick from 22 meters out
to make the score 10-0. It was all
Colby for most of the first half, as
Geoff Starr '00 ran the ball into the
try-zone right between the posts,
setting up another Jocelyn conversion.
It was ,17-0,Mules in the waning
minutes of the first half when Bates
scored a pushover try to give Bates

Colby
Bates

22
17

its first score, 17-5.That was how it
would look at the end of the first
half, and although things" looked
good for Colby at the moment, the
team was hurt by a serious injury
to Jocelyn, which would later be
found to be a broken right fibula.
In the second half, Bates came
out first, scoring to bring the score
to 17-12 and making things interesting for the fans. Again, the Bobcats scored, but could not cover,
which kept the game tied, and everybody on edge.

On the winning drive,the two
teams set up a 5 meter scrum.
Phifer went to the right side out
of the scrum and set a ruck, but
Bates was called offside. On the
penalty, Colby set a ruck,worked
the ball out and passed to the
inside center. Once again, the
Mules rucked the ball and moved
it out to Josh Gartland '00, who
scored the winning try.
It was not over yet, though.
The Bobcats showed why they
were a good team, driving the
ball to the goal line, forcing Colby
to play strong defense. They did
just that, stuffing Bates as the
clockran down. Sealing the game
for Colby was John Bishop '99,
who stripped the ball, giving
Colby possession with :30 showing on the clock. The Mules
booted it away and ran down the
clock.
It was an impressive victory
for Colby, who have proved that
they can play with anyone, and
increasing the team's hopes for a
national showing.Next Saturday
the team plays Bowdoin, which
is one more hurdle for the squad
to clear.Q

Golf team wra ps up good season
BY ROB TARLOCK
Staff Writer

The golf team, after almost two months of intense
playing and practice, will put their clubs back in the
closet, and their polo shirts in the dirty laundry for the
final time.After what many golfers deem a good,but not
great season, the team will have some time to reflect on
the season that could have been. With the cold weather
approaching and the snow that Maine will surely get,
golf courses will probably be closed until mid-April.
This time will allow the team to think about next year,
With only two of the top five players graduating, the
team can look forward to an even better season next
year. However, the men are quick to point out that this
year was plenty good as well.
"We had a good season/' said co-captain Ben
O'Conriell '99. "Everyone on pur team was real excited
to play, and we had a lot of fun with eachother. That was
an important part of our season, I realty enjoyed the way
that the team seemed to gel together. We had a lot of fun
and that is why I enjoy playinggolf and heing part of the

team."
CConhell's views were shared by fellow captain,
Scott Williams '98. "I think that this year was the most
fun that I had as a team. The team had a lot of fun
together and that is important. It was great to seeus pull
in a great score at the end of the season. I think that was
important for us," stated Williams.
Williams is referring to the Gorham invitational in
which the team posted it's finest and most Impressive
score of the season. With O'Connell and freshmen Scott
Bixby leading the way with 80'E^olby shot ifs way to
a total score of 324, their lowest round of the season.
Williams shot a low 82and Tate Isgrig ?00 pulled in with
an almost impressive 83. With the top five all cracking
scoresun der 90,it showedwhat the team wascapableof.
"We really should have been playing this consistent
all year," stated Isgrig. " Each of us always.had a good
round each meet,but it variedall the time,and we never
put together a complete tpumament! We could
done somereal damage this year if we¦ could have had a
little more cohsistency,'' y '7- ,,
7,] iM fi'\y, ,yil'' - ,
v ; C/C^^isl^
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